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2 JUDGE SMITH: On the record.

3 Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen.
,

d Before we move to the first item scheduled, is there

5 any_ preliminary business? >

6 MR. MILLER: I have a number of matters, Judge

7 Smith. Two'of them, I think, are relatively non-controversial.

8 They do not involve, for example, our motion -- our

9 memorandum in response to the motion to admit the testimony

10 of Dr. Bleuel. Perhaps we could deal with them first.

11 Towards the end of the last evidentiary session
.

12 the Board suggested that the parties consult with respect

13 to the findings. And I undertook, on behalf of the

'Q Ids ,/ Applicant, to prepare an index to the findings and circulate

IS .them to the Staff and Intcrvenors. I haven't done so and

16 I think I need some proper guidance from the Board, if you
17 are able to give it.

18 In the very first set of hearings, when we

19 inquired about format for the findings, I believe we were

20 directed to the Susquehanna Decision as an approach to follow
21 in preparing proposed findings. That is, there would be

22 an opinion and then the finding would -- if you will -- p'rovide

23 the basis for the factual analysis that took place in the,

24 opinion.

25 In the Quality Assurance findings that this Board

,

._. _. , _ . , _. , ,~_.
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(s.-) filed on January 13th, 1984, as a part of its initialI

2 decision, a somewhat different format took place. That is,

3 the' findings-themselves are sort of self-contained. There
4 really is not a separate opinion section, at least not

'~

5 denominated as such in the initial decision. And the

6 . findings are discursive and they have#sub-heads and they
7 flow logically from a beginning point to an ending point,
8 .in the analysis.

9 We are prepared to submit proposed findings in

10 whatever way will be mo'st helpful to the Board. But before

11 we really got fairly launched, in terms of an-organization
12 and so on, we needed to decide which way the Board wished
13 to have the findings.

14*

JUDGE SMITH: Yes. The Board did have occasion
is to discuss the form in which the findings would be filed.

-

16 I regret that the impression was given that we'were requesting
17 submittals in the form of opinion and enumerated in proposed

18 findings. I know that some of the Boards have tossed that;

! 19 decision out and other samples and have requested that< approach .

20 We did not intend to request that approach.
21 And then the findings, as they were received,
22 demonstrated in my mind why I don't particularly care for
23 that approach. In some instances, it doubled the length of
24 the findings. In some instances, the summary was a verbatim |

25 repetition of the proposed findings. Where it was not, it

.
. 1

o

. . .

- - . _ .-_ ,
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73_
( )- i was mischievous because it wandered where the opinion part

2 differed from the-factual findings part. I believe that was

a very inefficient.

4 As you know, the decision came out in the form

5 of a summary which does not purport to be an opinion. It

6 merely purports to provide for the reading of those who are

7 only casually involved in proceeding an idea of what the

a decision is about. The proposed findings and conclusions

9 of law were the decision. I'll have to check again with

to my colleagues on the Board. I think I'm pretty well stating

11 the memory of our discussion.

i 12 We prefer the pre-Susquehanna type and disregard

is any need, inthis instance, to provide a summary or even
f'Ny ) 14 procedure or background, anything like that. As you note,

is even though you did comply with our request to agree upon

16 procedural background findings, we dispensed even with that.

17 There was very little in there, by way of one we

is had hearings and all of the milestones of the proceeding. So

19 I think you provide proposed findings of fact and conclusions

20 of law. Forget the opinions. Of course, you're free to, if

2i you wish, to suggest exactly how we should write it, if you
22 feel that's the way we should write it. Fine. But we

23 don't require that.

24 MR. MILLER: Judge Smith, in the findings, in the

25 initial decision, there were citations to other NRC cases and,

- - -- . .
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( ) I so on. LI believe that given .the issues, at least as we thinku

2 we understand them in this remanded hearing, there will be

3 occasion to refer to decisions of other licensing boards and

d certainly to the initial decision of this Board, as well as

5 the opinion of the Appeal Board in ALAB 770. I take it that

6 you have no objection to our weaving in, if you will, in the

7 _ findings whatever legal analysis we believe supports the
a factual conclusions which we hope the Board would draw.
9 JUDGE SMITH: That's right. Whatever way you

10 can express your case. If legal conclusions have to be
i

11 discussed at-the time you discuss the proposed findings, if
12 that's what you're saying, and that puts it in context, that's

13 fine. We don't require a separate'section of legal discussion
(, )
\_- Id and factual discussion.

15 I find it difficult to write that way. And I

16- think it just really adds words if you have to' restate or

17 resummarize the factual context of which you're trying to
18 imply law, it just makes it more inefficient.

19
So anyway that you believe that you present to us

20 the facts and the law.

21 MR. MILLER: With that guidance, I think now

22 we can fulfill the commitment I made to share with the
23 other parties a proposed approach to findings. And we will

24 try and do it during this week when we're all here in Rockford.

25 JUDGE SMITH: Right. Okay, that really is very

/G
V

.

= - , , e
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() 1 . helpful, just simply for organizational purposes. If I

2 know that every point that is going to be made on a particular
3 issue can be found exclusively in a particular place in the
4 . findings, particularly when you have large volumes of it,
5 then it makes it much more. efficient.in being assured that
6 you have looked at every point that each party wishes to make.
7 That's the point. We want to be sure that we have
8 looked at and found every point that you wished to make, unless
9 there is some type of organization it's very difficult for us

10 to be satisfied when we've done that.
Il MR. LEWIS: Mr. Miller, if you're going to go on

12 to a different subject, I wanted to also seek some clarifica-

13 tion from the Board regarding findings. The Board.had spokenmi
k. -) 14 in terms of being prepared to receive serial findings withm

15 the Applicant going first. The Board did not specify as to

lo whether or not, after the Applicant filing, whether the Staff
17 and Intervenor would follow simultaneously or you would
18 propose for the Staff to go last.

19 JUDGE SMITH: Well, we didn't make any decision or
20 any ruling on it. We proposed, for your own discussion, that
21 possibility, which actually is anticipated by the rules, to-

,

22 a certain extent.

23 My preference is to see serial findings, where the
24 party'with the burden of proof, the Applicant, sets out the
25 proposed finding and then the conclusion of law in the order.

O~Js
.

|

. - . - . - - _ .
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g, And where parties-agree with those proposed findings, they1

2 don't have to rewrite it and we don't have to reread it. We
~

3 don't have to compare to see where subtle differences might
.4 -lie. So that, I-think, is more. efficient.;

5 Ilowever, the tactical advantages and disadvantages

6 are matters in which you'll have-to address-yourself.

endl 7

8

9*

10

11
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T2 MM/mml 1 MR. MILLER: That's again, of course --

2 JUDGE SMITH: We will discuss that at the final

3 session. But, for efficiency I believe that, were I the

4 Intervenor, I would like to see your proposed findings, and

5 only proposed findings where I disagreed with you and Staff.

6 MR. CASSEL: Were I the Intervenor, I would have

7 the same view.

8 JUDGE SMITH: However, there are tactical

9 considerations which we don't foreclose discussion on. But,

10 that would be to me the most efficient from our point of view.

11 Then we don't have to worry about whether there were

12 differences perceived which were not intended.

13 MR. MILLER: I had one other matter which I

14j think is largely noncontroversial.

15 When Mr. Kostal was here in, I believe it was the

16 last day of the preceding evidentiary session, he provided
1:7 the Board and the Parties with a status report with respect
18 to a reinspection of the welds on System Con' trol Corporation
19 supplied cable pan hangers with Staff. The discussion was

20 found on page 10,249 of the transcript.

21 And it refers to Mr. Kostal's prepared testimony

22 at page 23.

23 At that point in time I believe Mr. Kostal said

24 that the inspection for missing welds was approximately 80
25 percent complete, and that no additional discrepancies had

,~.

'

m
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( 1mm2 been found.
1N '

,
. . .

2 That reinspection effort was' concluded and in

3 fact, four discrepancies were discovered during that

4 reinspection effort. 'TwoLof them involving missing welds.

5 As airesult of these findings of these-

6 additional discrepancies, the reinspection effort expanded

7 from a reinspection of -the highly-stressed Systems Control,

8 connections to all accessible Systems Control welds. This

: 9 is referred to,' I believe, at page 17 of the Staff's
~

10 testimony, which we will get to, I think, later today.

ii One of the two missing welds which was discovered

after our last evidentiary session closed, was more discrepant!
12

33 in the sense of involving greater strength reductions than the

() earlier nonconforming condition that had been discovered,y

; 15 that had been discussed by Mr. Kostal.

16 As a result, this most recent discrepant weld

was not bounded by the analysis that had been done by37
.

i
is Sargent and Lundy and that was described in Mr. Kostal's

i9 testimony. The expanded -reinspection effort, die one that

looks at all accessible Systems Control welds, is expected20

. 21 to be concluded in the sense of the physical reinspection
4

22 work by this Wednesday, and evaluation of what was found
2

. 23 is expected to be available early next week. And we will

24 keep the Board and the Parties advised what is discovered.

25 JUDGE SMITH: Is there anything further of a
f

w

.

, . , - - . , - - , - ,,,-_n------. - , - , , .,, - . , , - , - , , , , , . _ - , , . , , - .--..n--, , - , - - ~ - - , , , - . - -
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V

2 MR. CASSEL: .The whole matter of the Intervenors'
3 motion.to admit the testimony of Dr. Bleuel and Edison's
4 opposition.

5 JUDGE SMITH: We have anticipated that being
6 the first item.

7 There is another matter that I wonder if it has
c 8 been overlooked. There was the dispute about the production

of. Hatfield information that wasn't resolved a week ago Friday,9

and was up for resolution today sometime, was a means by10

which we reduced for the record the fact that a particular11

12 element sought in your discovery request had not been used
la and isolated from the records before.
14 Has that been worked out?
15 MR. CASSEL: Judge, that has been part of a

16 discussion of a couple of related items between Ms. Judson
I:7 of my office and Mr. Miller.

18 If it would not be inconvenient for the Board,
what I would like to do is wait until the first break,19

20 have Mr. Miller and me get together on that so that we

make sure that we are not operating on different impressions./ 21

22 of the same conversation, and then give a report to the
23 Board.

-24 JUDGE SMITH: As of right now, however,.you have

no record basis uponshich you can make any argumen or anything,25

,,

N

.
-

, , - - , - - .. ,
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i ) I as of-now. If you remember, that was a non-transcribed
w/ .

2 . telephone-conference call in which we simply denied a

3 discovery request and provided that there would be a record

d basis for any inference that you could draw from the

5 discovery situation.

6 MR. MILLER: I'm happy to discuss with Mr. Cassel,

7 at the break, with respect specifically to Hatfield, which

8 was a request to answer supplemental interrogatory 11, I

9 believe. We have answered that more or less along the lines

30 that I described to the Board, I guess just to you, Judge

11 Smith, in our telephone conference call. I have not heard

12 back from Ms. Judson or.anybody else that the response was
13 unsatisfactory,

b)t(._ 14 It does provide a record basis, I would think,-as

15 an admission of Commonwealth Edison Company with respect to
16 the-way in which Hatfield's records are maintained.

17 JUDGE SMITH: It may be a simple matter to go from

18 there to the record, the evidentiary record, on which the

39 proposed findings may be made. But as of now, there is

20 zero, as in total void.

1 21 MR. CASSEL: There are a couple of other elements

22 which I want to make sure Mike and I have an understanding,
23 a mutual understanding, on before we present this whole.

24 package to you.

25 JUDGE SMITH: So if there's nothing further, of

n
. .

.. .
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a preliminary nature, then we will proceed to --i

>

2. EMR. MILLER: There is one more, Judge Smith.

11 ~Mr. Gallo would like to present it.

'd MR..GALLO: Judge Smith, members of the Board,

5 I received ~a completed copy of Mr. Stokes' testimony on
6 last Thursday. . I'm referring to his prefile testimony.

7 We took Mr.' Stokes' . deposition on Friday. 'On the basis of

8 reviewing his prefile testimony and the deposition, I have
.

9 prepared a motion to exclude certain portions of-that

-10 . testimony and I would leave the-Board would like to serve

the motion this morning, so that the parties and the Board
~

'11

12. have an opportunity'to examine the nature of the objection and
13 the basis for the objection.

'

I 14 It's rather complex, so I had it written out

rather than make' it orally at the time the testimony mightis

to be offered for admission into evidence.
17 If I could be given leave, I'd like to serve it

is now..
,

19 JUDGE SMITH: That would be very helpful.

20 (Document distributed to Board and parties.)
21 MR. GALLO: It's not nearly as imposing.- I've

22 attached the deposition as well as the motion itself.
.

23 That completes my preliminary matter, Your Honor.
24 JUDGE SMITH: Then we are ready to address the

25 motion and the parties' position in respect to Dr. Bleuel's

.

.-. ,. . - .. .- -- . . . .- . - -.- .-
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1 testimony. We have before us the motion and the Applicant's(

-,

2 memorandum in opposition to the motion and nothing from
~

e

.

3 you, Mr. Lewis.-
'

d MR. LEWIS: We did not file in writing. As I

5 recall, the Board said we would have the option of addressing
6 you orally, which we --

7 JUDGE SMITII: Yes', I raise the question to be sure

a that there was nothing in the mail.

9 MR. LEWIS: No, there's nothing in the-mail.

10 JUDGE SMITH:' All right. Then I propose that we

11 hear from the Staff and then we will probably want to hear,
12 if they have arguments to make, the In tervenors. I would

4

13 like them to make it in response.
("s-4

\ ,J2 14

154

'
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. ) 1- MR. LEWIS: Mr. Chairman, we have reviewed the.

2 motion of-the Intervenors and the enclosed testimony,
3 proposed testimony,-of Dr. Bleuel.and the memorandum filed

.by Commonwealth Edison in opposition.4'

.5 We-find ourselves.in substantial agreement with

6 the Applicant's motion. JAt the. time that Dr. Bleuel proposed - --

7 at the. time that the Intervenor, in the last session,

8 identified the fact that Dr. Dieuel had come forward as
9 a possible witness, it" appeared to us that'from the

description of his background that he seemed to be offering10

testimony in the'Huma'n Factors area-and perhaps also,11

12 to some extent, on statistical matters.

13 Upon the review of his testimony, that,part of our
,e,

initial concern is confirmed. We do believe that, as to* 14

certain points in the testimony, Dr. Bleuel does provide15

testimony which really is already addressed to~this Board byto

.

17 Dr. Kochhar. That uould be on the subject of whether or not

the first three months is an appropriate period for sampling18

19 of inspector work.

20 With respect to certain portions of Dr. Bleuel's

proposed testimony,.that deal with Sargent & Lundy engineering21
.

22 evaluations of. discrepancies, this is a matter that is
'

primarily addressed in the testimony of Mr. Stokes, that is23

24 also before this Board. And in both those senses, we feel

that we have a cumulative testimony proposed to be offered by25

i

:1m

-

. .- - - - . . .- . . - .- .- _
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. s_,} >( 1 Dr. Bleuel.,

2 More fundamentally, however, we believe that.the

3 testimony of Dr. Bleuel gets off.on what we consider to be a

misimpression regarding the Reinspection Program, which is4

5 before this Board. It appears to us, in proposing that.a

6 failure modes and effects analysis be conducted, that

7 Dr.- Bleuel is approaching the issue before this Board as if

a the entire safety of the construction and adequacy of the
9 construction of this plant is the open issue here. And is

10 'not limiting his concerns or directing his comments to the

11 question of what type of program is appropriate in a situation

12 that where the issue is the qualifications of QC inspectors
13 of.particular site contractors.

{)\ 14q_ Now in that sense, the point I am making really goes
15 to more than just the weight that would be given to this
16 testimony. I believe that the concept of a failure modes

17 and effects analysis of perhaps suggesting a Probabilistic
la nisk Assessment of some type is a much broader and different
19 approach than is raised by the issue before this Board.
20 So in that sense, we do not believe that it would

21 be probative testimony on the question before this Board, which
22 is the adequacy of the Reinspection Program to address the
23 item ~of non-compliance in Inspection Report 82-05-19.
24 Additionally, we have concerns regarding the
25 expertise of Dr. Bleuel. He does describe, in his testimony,

O
(--) ,

.
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. b'). I that he has had familiarity with Quality control in certain
-

2 industries. ~And he also refers to experience in the field

a which-I believe he describes as design assurance. And I

believe also maintainability engineering.4

5 I am speaking from memory, but that may be the term.
.

6 . He does not indicate any specific knowledge in the

area of Quality Control, as related to nuclear power plants,7

8 nor in &1e area of engineering evaluations of discrepancies
9 at nuclear power plants. And yet, he does offer testimony on

io these subjects.

11 I believe that, as an independent and separate
12 matter, we do.not believe that Dr. Bleuel has the expertise
is to be offering expert testimony before this Board on this

(( s,) 14 subject.

15 For these reasons,we agree with the menorandum of

16 Commonwealth Edison Company and sne do not believe that the

17 testimony of Dr. Bleuel would be probative before this

Board or that it addresses, through an appropriate expert,la

19 the issues that are pending before this Board.

20 JUDCE SMITH: Mr. Cassel?

21 MR. CASSEL: Thank you, Judge.

22 Judge and members of the panel, the testimony that4

'

we have proffered on behalf of Dr. Bill Bleuel is not only23
(-

probative to the central issue, and the most important issue24

we are called upon to address in this rehearing, namely what25

.

. . . .- _ .
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I<;. inferences- about the safety of the . work at Byron can be )-

,

2 drawn from the Reinspection Program. It is also not duplicative

3 of the testimony of any other of the Intervenor's 67itnesses,

d and in fact goes beyond that other testimony, both in scope

5 and in the substantive basis upon which it's offered because

6 of the 25 years of experience Dr. Bleuel has had in a' range

7 of industries, as you know from reading the motion and the

8 testimony which we have offered, in addition to his academic

9 degrees in the fields of reliability and engineering

30 statistics and electrical engineering.

Il We are offering Dr. Bleuel's testimony both as

12 direct testimony, admittedly late for the reasons which I

13 have previously described to the Board and therefore subjectg
(_,) 14 to the higher degree of showing that the Board required when

15 3na first brought this matter before you.

16 And also, as a rebuttal witness to Edison witnesses

17 Laney, Hansel, Del George, and all Edison witnesses who

18 purport to draw any inference about the safety of Byron from
19 the Reinspection Program because that is the central point of
20 Dr.-Bleuel's testimony, is that the way that program was
21 set up, not for the purpose of determining work quality but

22 for the other purpose, which Mr. Lewis has just mentioned and
23 with which we are all familiar, namely the qualifications of
24 the inspectors.

25
Because the program was set up for that reason and

n
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[ ') 1 not directly for the purpose of validating work quality, it
v

2 was designed in a certain way. And based on Dr. Bleuel's

3 experience in the field, in determining the safety,

reliability, and operability of a wide range of equipment in4

5 a wide range of industries, he is coming in here and looking
6 at this thing and saying if you want to determine whether

7 Byron is safe to operate or not, this is not the way to

8 set up and design a program.
,

9 How Edison has virtually admitted that this is.

10 -not the optimal way to design a program for that purpose.
11 Their point seems to be that they designed it for another
12 purpose-and it can serve this secondary purpose as well, even

though they might have designed it somewhat differently if13

() 14 their principal purpose had been to improve work quality.
15 Dr. Bleuel is coming in and saying this thing is
16 so far off the mark of an appropriate design to validate
17 work quality that the kinds of inferences which Mr. Del George
18 and Mr. Laney and other Edison witnesses are attempting to make
19 about the safety of the plant, based on a reinspection program
20 that was never designed to prove the safety of the plant,
21 simply don' t hold water in the light of his experience and
22 his expertise.

23 Both the Staff and Edison have made something of'a
24 point, which Dr. Bleuel stated quite clearly in his testinony,
25 that he has no experience with nuclear power plants. You may

b
V

.
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i L 1 ' recall, I believe it'was the redirect examination of Edison's-
~

V. ..

.2 witness Mr. Hansel who, while he'has recently had some
3 experience this year.with Diablo Canyon, I believe it was,

4 and with Byron and has served on a committee or two before that
,

5 had had himself very little experience in the' field of
f

6 nuclear power plants. Instead came in with decades of

7 experience in the field of Quality Assurance in the aerospace
8 and other industries.

9 And he was asked, by Edison's counsel on redirect

10 . examination, as I recall, Mr. Hansel do you believe'that it is
- 11 important to have nuclear power plant experien ce in order to
12 be able to present your testimony here today. I am not.

13 quoting. I- don't have the transcript in front of me.

O(,,/ 14 But he answered to the effect that his expertise,
15 built up over decades in the field of Quality Assurance in
16 other industries, particularly aerospace, was capable of being
17 applied to this particular situation just as he would apply

: 18 it to any industry, which he night happen to study.
19 The same is true of Dr. Bleuel's testimony. In

20 fact, I think there is actually some advantage in having
'

21 someone with his breadth of experience, and with no previous
22 involvement in the nuclear industry, come in because he
23 provides something of a fresh and -- I will argue in a moment - -

24 quite useful perspective ~ on issues which others have become
25 accustomed to addressing in certain ways and not the way which;

i
t

Dr. Bleuel would approach it, based on his experience.-s

't..J3
"

4
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] x-J .i The-first of Dr. Bleuel's.three main points
.v.

2 which you will recall from reading the papers is that had

3 does not believe that~one could draw an inference from the

4 Reinspection Program that Byron is reasonably safe to

5 operate wi.thout a failure modes and effects analysis having

6 been conducted as a basis for and as a part of the program

7 design-of the Reinspection Program.

8 Now setting aside the professional jargon what

9 that really comes down to, as I understand it.from a lay

10 perspective, is saying that the Reinspection Program did not

11 focus on the most safety-critical components at the plant.

12 It did not assign the most inspectors to spend the most time

13 looking at the most highly-stressed welds on the most :

(G)' 14 critical components.

15 It's understandable that it didn't because that
16 was not its purpose. Its purpose was to try to provide a

17 cross-section of inspectors and not of critical safety

18 points. But the fact remains, it didn't do that, nor were

19 the engineering evaluations concentrated most heavily cui those
20 compnents and systems at the plant which were identified as

21 having the most critical safety significance. Nor was.the

22 managerial attention to the program given by Mr. Teutken

23 and by other Edison executives and by the contractors

24 focused on safety significance as the key criterion.

25 Instead, a great deal of resources were spread

O
.

.1
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T 'T : i( ,) somewhat evenly across every fifth inspector, beginning with
2

the first and the fifth, looking into a great many
3

inspections which might be important in terms of determining
4

that inspector's qualifications, but which really had very
5

little importance in many cases in terms of safety.
6.

Many inspections of documentation -- again,
7

' documentation has its importance. But when Mr. Teutken, for
8

example, was asked to rank all the inspections in terms of
9

their degree of importance and he, himself, came up with
10

four categories: first most important, second most
11

important, third most important and least important,
12

he placed documentation consistently in the least important
13

category. And he was able to identify other categories\ 14
'%d - that were least important, or only third most important.

15

Edison's resources in the Reinspection Program*

16

were not focused. as they might have been, on the first 7. tost
17

important category, and even the subset of that, the meet
18

important aspects of the first category.
19

In addition, when Edison presented its statistical
20

analysis of the program. Edison did not impose a higher
21

reliability standard -- the statistical reliability standards that
22

were testified to by Dr.Singh did not require a higher
23 '

degree of reliability for the most safety significant
24

components.
25

Edison did not use a higher confidence levelfor

/^s
O.
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g ) 1 -the most safety significant components. Edison did not use

a higher inspection level, which as I understand it, has to2

3 do with the size of the required sample for the most

safety-critical components.4

5 In contrast to Dr. Bleuel's experience in the

6 space program where reliabilities up to five digits of nines

7 were required for the most critical safety components, but

8 lower reliabilities were accepted for other components, here

9 Edison has come in with reliability calculations that group

10 together whole, broad categories of elements without making
.

jj distinctions according to their criticality to safety, in

12 many instances.

13 And in no instance that I recall in the tables

(~) presented by Dr. Singh presenting four and five digits of; y
Lj

15 nines for reliability figures. For example, 99.999 percent

to would be a five digit of nines reliability,

i7 Now, Edison has, in its response to Dr. Bleuel's

ig testimony, made a number of points specifically relating to

p, a failure modes and effects analysis. One of their points

20 is that to do a failure modes and effects analysis would

21 require the Board and parties in this proceeding to go beyond

22 the scope of the rehearing.

23 It is alleged in Edison's response and in the

24 affidavit of Edison official, Mr. Kochhar, attached to it,

25 that we would have to go beyond Hatfield, Hunter and PTL.

,

[ h
Ii ;
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(1 Dr. Bleuel's initial testimony, his prefiled

2 testimony,'does not'suggest that or require it, zand I have
3 ' discussed and.shown Edison's response to Dr. Bleuel an'd in

.

d his view, there is no need -- if the restrictions in this

5 hearing are what'they are -- for his purposes, to go beyond
6 Hatfield, Hunter and PTL. Within the scope of this hearing,

7 one can'do-an FMEA, failure; modes and effects analysis,-to-
a identify what'are the most significant safety inspections
9 conducted by Hatfield, Hunter and PTL.

10 One does not have to go.beyond the scope of that
11 unless one chooses to do so.
12 Secondly, Edison suggests that it is difficult

13 'and perhaps nearly impossible to conduct a failure-modes and

14 effects analysis in this situation. They suggest that

is a probabilistic risk assessment would be required as a
16 prerequisite or a necessary step as part of the failure modes

17 and effects analysis.

is Nowhere in Dr. Bleuel's pre' filed testimony will
19 you find any mention of any requirement for a probabilistic
20 risk assessment. And I have shown this point in Edison's

21 response to Dr. Bleuel as well, and he agrees that a

22 probabilistic risk assessment is not required to do a failure

23 modes and effe cts analysis.

24
It would be one way to do it and in many

25 situations it would be the preferable way, but it is not the

hJ

. .
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.(x) i only way;-it is not the way he has in mind in his testimony,
v

2 and it's~not required here.

3 Quite simply, to conduct a failure modes and

effects analysis one can simply take the two safety4

5 categories; the four categories of safety identified by the

6 startup manager for Byron, Mr. Tuetken based on his

y engineering experience at Byron, plant-specific information,

8 and use those as a basis for a failure modes and effects

9 analysis. Items in Tueken Category 1, I will call that, for

10 the first category of safety identified by Mr. Tuetken and

11 generally concurred in, by the way, by Mr. DelGeorge in his

12 testimony -- in Category No. 1, those are the categories

13 which under a failure modes and effects analysis of this
p) sort required or proposed by Dr. Bleuel would have greaterg 14

,

is samples, greater inspection -- that is, more inspections, a

larger sample, greater volume and sampling of engineering16

17 analysis, greater managerial attention, higher statistical
18 reliability standards and inspection levels.

pp Those are the areas where one could focus. And

; 20 as Dr. Bleuel's testimony mentioned, if you could break down

21 even within Category 1, for example, visual weld inspections
22 as one of the categories or one of the inspection procedures,,

*

you could break that down into the most safety critical inspec-23

24 tion procedures within Category 1.

25 It is doable. All one has to do is take the

s_-
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hj%t'%,} / Reinspection Program data and reorient it'according to
.

1

_

2 Mr. Tuetkin's safety' classifications and one will have a

3 picture ~of 'more accurately what can be inferred from the

Reinspection Program results about the safety of the plant and4

-5' about the reliability of the most safety critical systems
6 and components of the plant.

7 One does not need to run' afoul of this NRC policy
.

8 statement, ordered in Edison's brief, about a Probabilistic

9 Risk Assessment. One-does not need to calculate in industry-

10 wide experience, as Mr. Klopp suggests, which he says.therefore
,

I- 11 would invalidate a Probabilistic Risk Assessment because
12 one doesn't have to do such a risk assessment.
13 One can do a usable failure modes and effects

) 14 analysis that will provide valuable data without having to
15; - cross any of the hurdles which Edison has attempted to lay in
16 its path,

end4 17
,

18

19

20

21,

22

23

24

25

I

.
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;} LI Mr..Klopp, in his,a)?fidavit, also makes an-

;2: ' effort to distinguish ! tho' failure modes and. effects analysis-

'

~ f theLsort that|Dri Bleuel - is, familiar-with in his-3 o

^

, 4 ~ experience,;from the one-he~is' proposing here. Mr. Klopp.
> .

.5- makes a suggestion that maybe a fault t'ree; analysis,. or a
x -

-_
-6- failure modes'and effects analysis ,would be appropriate in

7 antindustry such'as communications'and. satellites which
,

8 obviously are examples-taken from."Dr. Bleuel's experience~

9 .where Mr.-~Klopp suggests.there is-heavier interaction and

to less redundancy.
.,

. . \
I have shotm, phat portion of the Edison response11

12 to Dr. Bleuel as well, a#nd his reaction is that there is a

la great deal;of redundancy in~ satellites because if the
O

_

V 14 satellite breaks out there in space you cannot send out a

15 repairman.' It ha's to work the first time. That means you

need to have multiple backup systems'and a lot of redundancy.-16

,17 Likewise, the differences between nuclear power
i-

- <

18 plants and satellites, 'in the degree of' interactivity, are
19 only of . degree and IDt of kind. ,.

~

*

.

20 Dr. Bleuel is not sufficiently familiar with

.21 nuclear plants to argue' whethe _s tellites are more or less

22 redundant' than nuclear plants, but' he is cortainly in a.

.

23 position to argue that they are quite heavily, redundant.
'

24, And -the same, he would conclude,is true of comrdunications
.

25 systems. '

A.
,kO_.

:
i .

>
y
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.
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-( ) 1 Now what that points up, with addition to the,

.

2 substantive responses that Mr. Bleuel has to Edison's

3 argument, is a procedural' point that I think is of some

4 importance here. Mr. Klopp and Dr. Bleuel, on many of their

5. points, cannot both be right. One of them is right and the

6 Other one is wrong;

'nd this Board and the parties are entitled to have7 A

8 a presentation with an opportunity for cross-examination of

9 each individual by the opposing parties, in order to meet that

10 judgment as to which is right. If the result of that judgment

11 -has a bearing on whether Dr. Bleuel's' testimony should be
12 permitted.

13 We should not simply t'ake an uncross-examined
~ p/ *

'

14 .

s,j affidavit by Edison's Mr. Klopp, who on point af ter point
15 Dr. Bleuel responds by saying either you are wrong on this
16 Mr. Klopp or you are right, but you have nissed the point for
l'7 another reason.

18 And likewise, having Mr. Klopp say similar things,

19 about Dr. Bleuel's testimony. We have a fairly clearcut

20 disagreement between experts here and it is one which
,

21 procedurally, it is simply not appropriate to be dealt with on
22 the basis of a motion to exclude with an uncross-examined
23 affidavit when the very expert whose testimony is proposed to
24 be offered indicates that he disagreed repeatedly and,

25 systematically with the assessment in the affidavit.
..

O
,
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Af Dr. Bleuel's second major point, as you know -- and
2' by the way, both-the Staff and Edison have argued that

Dr. Bleuel'.s testimony is only'ccumulative and repetitive3
_

4 of other witnesses. Obv1'ously, up to this point, everything
.I have said is'not cumulative or redundant of any other'witnes's s.
That i s unique testimony.6 % %

7 You nay decide, for whatever reason you don't
a want to hear it, or you don't think it's relevant, but it

is certainly not.. repetitive or cumulative.9'

to That point, about repetitive or cumulative,
is made by both the Staff and Edison with espect to Dr.11

12 Bleuel's other two points. The first of those two points is

his argument that there is a need for an independent engineerin13
g

evaluation of the safety significance of the discrepancies14

found in the Reinspection Program.15 4

T16 'Now we are offered in argument, by'the Staff and
Edison, that that is done by 'Mr. Stokes' testimony.- It is

17

not redundant of Mr. Stokes' testimony 'because it reachesis

the same conclusion by a very different road than Dr.19
Stokes,

20 follows -- Mr. Stokes, excuse me.
21 Mr. Stokes reaches the conclusion, his conclusion,

on the need for an independent engineering evaluation by his22

actual review of thes.e engineeri'ng calculations and the23

ssquestions that he sees based on his ieview.24

I;nd5 ' 25 [
g ,.

',,
u

! \,
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( ), Dr. Bleuel, on the other hand, did not do any.1
, _

2 review of the engineering. calculations, ar.d is not

-3 competent-to do so. Rather, he'is basing his recommendation

for independent engineering evaluation on a completely4

5 different set of reasons; namely.his'25 years of experience
6 in the industry in attempting to design and maintain

7 reliable equipment, and his view and his experience that

8 one_does not assign the rabbit to. guard the cabbage patch,
9 _I think is his phrase, if one is attempting to-obtain a

10 reliable assessment of the safety significance of any
11 defects.

12 That is based entirely on his experience and his
13 expertise. It has whatever value ultimately this Board-

q/ 14 deems it to have. But, it comes from an-entirely different

15 place than the recommendation that Mr. Stokes makes.

16 Likewise, on Dr. Bleuel's point about the first

17 three months, using the first three months for each

18 inspector being a nonconservative, or adding a nonconservative
19 bias to the program, it is once again true that Dr. Bleuel

20 reaches the same conclusion as Dr. Kochhar reaches. But
21 again they get there by following very different roads.

1

22 Dr. Kochhar is an academic expert. He has

23 spent his time in the universities; he is testifying on the
24 basis of laboratory experiments and the academic literature. I

25 He has no extensive business experience.

n'(_,/
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mm2 i Dr. Bleuel, while he has a number of degrees, as

2 you know, is primarily basing his testimony on his

3 actual experience in the field, not based on whatever lab

4 results or test results or literature reviews that

5 Dr. Kochhar may be referring'to, but directly on Dr. Bleuel's

6 own experience which was. totally independent of -- and he

7 reached that conclusion without any knowledge that Dr. Kochhar

a happened to have reached the same conclusion.

9 Now that is an example nct of repetitive or

10 duplicative testimony, but of testimony that for different

ii reasons and from different experiences reaches the same

12 point. That adds, not subtracts, from its probative value.

13 The txstimony is complimentary, not cumulative.
rN
( j i4 Now on the merits of the independence points,,
x.-

15 Edison simply suggests that Dr. Bleuel's suggestion that one

16 ought not to have Sargent andLundy placed in charge of the

17 engineering evaluations here is nothing more than an

18 intuitive remark with no value in expertise whatever.

19 It is not merely an intuit'ive remark. It is an

20 experiential remark'which Dr. Bleuel believes quite strongly

21 based on his many years of experience in many industries.

22 It has whatever weight this Board deems to to have following

23 cross examination, and Edison is certainly entitled to probe

24 the weight of Dr. Bleuel's expertise and his experience to

25 suggest that it is merely intuitive is to ignore the principal

p|
\
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-i.v) reason why Dr. Bleuel ought to be called, because of theI

2 very expertise he has which does not duplicate the academic

3 expertise of Dr. Kochhar or the-academic expertise of

d Dr. Ericson, our' statistician, or the engineering expertise

5 of Mr. Stokes.-

6 Edison also' erroneously suggests that Dr. Bleuel
7 -has engaged in baseless speculation about bias by Sargent
a and Lundy. Dr. Bleuel has done no such thing. He specificall: r

9 pointed out in'his testimony that his point requires no

10 suggestion or accusation-of bad faith by anyone, and he has
Il not made any such accusation toward Sargent & Lundy, so he
12 has not engaged in that baseless speculation because he
13 hasn't made thatLsuggestion at all. He has simply indicated,_

i i }\s/' id that even assuming the best of intentions and good faith,
15 one simply does not appropriately design a reliability
16 program to have an engineering firm in charge of a project to
17 which it is so intimately involved and so deeply interested~

18- as the Byron Project. !
i

l9 iFinally, on his point, Edison responds that
|

20 Dr. Bleuel's attachment of the Palladino letter and his
21 incorporation of the independent standards in that letter
22 in his testimony is somehow an effort by Intervenors to

1
23 circumvent this Board's earlier ruling that based on the

: 24 showing made at that time, the Board would not admit the
25

letter'in evidence.
,

i

%J' .
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j 1 That's not circumvention; it's simply providing;

2 a showing which was lacking at the time the Board made its
3 earlier ruling; lacking, in the view of the Board.

'

4 Dr. Bleuel has indicated that the criteria
5 set forth in the Palladino letter are right up the alley

6 in terms of what he is recommending, and he is suggesting
7 and his testimony, of course, is supported on this point
a by Mr. Stokes, that the key issue raised by the Board earlier

when we attempted to offer the Palladino letter at that time;9

10 namely, the degree of judgment required in an evaluation, is
11 present both in a design review as it was at Diablo Canyon,
12 and also, in an mgineering assessment of the discrepancies
13 found in the Byron Reinspection Program.

.

,/ 14 One would think that it would-not require a

15 great burden upon Intervenors to suggest that there is a lot

16 of judgment involved in the Reinspection Program, after
17 we have now heard witness after witness after witness from
18 Edison say, I am basing my conclusion about the safety of the
19 Hatfield work, or the Hunter work, not on the statistics

20 offered by Dr. Singh, but rather, based on my engineering
21 judgment.

22 That's right. These are all exercises of

23 judgment. We have heard testimony about those' exercises of

24 judgment repeatedly during this hearing. Dr. Bleuel offers

25 one specific example just to illustrate the judgmental

,- ,

Jv
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- [~ Y - issues involved in his testimony, but-he has now laid a
~

;i

-LJ - .

,

2 foundation to present the Palladino-letter; a founding
.

3 showing that we're talking about judgmental evaluation here

4 which was not present when we first offered the letter into

'

5 evidence. -And this is no effort to circumvent any prior

6 ruling by-the Board.

7 Finally, on the point of the first three' months,-'

g Dr. Bluele's experience on that is twofold. Number one, he

9 has extensive experience supervising hardware repair

10 technicians; and number two, he has experience as a quality

is control manager, as you know, for the ENDEVCO Corporation

12 involved in the aerospace program on the basis of which,

13 together with other information in his background and training,

. p\
14 he derives the point that the likely behavior patterns ofi)\_

15 inspectors and repair technicians are likely to be quite
similar.16

i7 Now both of these last two points, the~independencc

is and the first three months, are directly responsive to

19 testimony offered by Edison through a number of witnesses.
.

20 They are, for the reasons I have already explained, not'

21 duplicative or repetitive of other testimony. They are,
.

22 therefore, entirely proper rebuttal testimony, I would

23 submit, and Edison's only argument to the contrary that they

24 have no value or that they are repetitive simply doesn't hold

and 6 25 up for the reasons I have explained.

Oo
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The need to'present all three points, not just the
v

2 two which are clearly rebuttal, but also'the first point, the

_a failure mode effects and analysis point, I think can already
be-seen from the response which Edison has provided to4

5 Dr. Bleuel's testimony.

6 .The longer I get into.this rehearing proceeding,

7 it seems the-less important-I am told the Reinspection Progran
a really is. When Edison first presented its motion,.in the

alternative to reopen the record in this case, on February9

to 13th, 1984, and Applica. :'s motion in the alternative to

it reopen the record is stated, on page 1, " CECO's evidentiary

12 presentation focuses on the validity of the Quality Control
13 inspector reinspection program and what.its results indicate

p
g I 14 about the qualifications of the contractor's GC inspectors'

%J

15 and the quality of a contractor's work."

16 I certainly had the impression, back in February,
17 that we, if we were going to have a rehearing, if that notion
la were to be granted, in effect, that we would be focusing on

the Reinspection Progran and on tuo issues relating to the19

20 Reinspection Program; whether the inspectors were qualified,
21 number one, and number two, whether the quality of the work
22 is good.

23 Since then, we have heard testimony which I think

has culminated in the statement on page 5 of Edison's response24

25 to Dr. Bleuel which states "No witness testified that the

O.,

V
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t I results of the Reinspection Program, standing alone,
wJ

2 constituted a basis for reaching a conclusion about the

a quality of the work of Hatfield, Hunter, and PTL. Each

relied on the Quality Assurance program and the analyses,4

5 inspection and enforcement effort as the primary basis for
6 a conclusion regarding quality of the work."

7 So now, not only is the focus not directly on the

8 Reinspection Pro' gram, not only are we at the point in the

first day or two of the testimony where Mr. De,1 George9

10 indicated he had three separate strands of a cable, I think was
11 the analogy he used for reaching his inference about the

safety of the work, one of which was the Reinspection Program12

enabling one to draw inferences about the quality of the work.13

p
( ) 14 . But now we are at the point, in Edison's response

15 to Dr. Bleuel, where the Reinspection Program comes in
16 trailing in third place, after the QA program and MRC
17 inspection, as the basis for drawing any inferences about
la the quality of the work. And the reason for that, I suggest,

19 in part, is the more we look at this Reinspection Program, the
20 weaker are the inferences one can draw from it about the
21 quality of the work at Eyron, particularly as Dr. Bleuel's

. testimony makes more effectively than other testimony in this22

record about the most safety critical components and systems23

24 in that work.

25 So for that reason, I would suggest to you that
p
! )v

.
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;(. v[. Dr. Bleuel's testimony has already proved its worth in theI-

2 Lreaction it has elicited from-Edison, whether it ultimately-
T- 3 will'have an impact'on the findings of this Board, should-

,

4 . depend, I'think,-very11argely on how the Board' weighs the
5 factual. dispute between Dr. Bleuel on the one hand and

6 !!r. Klopp on th'e1other hand. If Mr. Klopp_were 100 percent

7 right, as Edison's motion presumes he is, then I would

8 agree that.Dr. Bleuel's-testimony should be excluded because-,

9 it would have no value.

10
But Dr. Bleuel, the expert offered by-Intervenors,

'I is not agreeing with much of what is in Mr. Klopp's affidavit
12' and it is that conflicting evidence which the Board will lead

13-
.

the way in -der to determine ultimately what weight you're
( ,)' Id going to give to Dr. Bleuel's testimony.

15
Thank you for your patience.

16 JUDGE SMITH: Mr. Miller?

37 MR. MILLER: Thank you, Judge Smith,
la

I would like to start by just trying to put this

19 in c ontext. As I mentioned when Mr. Cassel first disclosed
20 -the existence of Dr. Bleuel some four weeks ago perhaps -- in
21

any eventisince, I believe, the second day of our first

22 evidentiary hearing, Commonwealth Edison Company was quite
23 concerned about being able to baar its burden of proof in this
24 proceeding.

25 And to that end, at the very first stage we could,
,-

'

uJ . .

u
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-( ) we asked the;Intervenors to disclose their expert witnesses.I
v

2 Dr. Bleuel's name was not nade known to us until'these
3 evidentiary hearings began. He>is one of~four expert

4 witnesses proffered by the Intervenors. We believe-that we
5 are prepared to' deal with the testimony of the other three-

-

6 . witnesses.

7 However, Dr. Dieuel's testimony, as Mr. Cassel has

8 described, really raises issues -- certainly the first of

9 those issues -- that go far beyond'the testimony.of anysother
10 witness in this proceeding, and introduce a whole new

11 dimension to the scope of the Board's inquiry.
12 .We would have been able, I think, to deal quite.

t -

13
' effectively with this'by way of motion for summary disposition,

.-

a 14 or otherwise, if we had known about it. But basic fairnesss-

15 to the parties here would seem to require that in order to
16 bring in an expert witness, as Intervenors are' attempting to
17 do, . at such a late stage in 'the proceeding, there would be

|

18 some sort of -- to use, I believe, your words, Judge Smith --,

19 some extraordinary showing with respect to the pertinence
; 20 of that witness's testimony.
i

| 21 When one looks at the motion in Dr. Bleuel's
| 22 testinony and at Mr. Cassel's explanation of why this Board

23 should hear the testimony, one wonders whether there is any
24

| understanding at all, or the part of the Intervenors, as to what
25 this proceeding is about and what the evidence is directed to..
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( i 1 Let me start with what is critical to Mr Cassel's%) .

2 ~ analysis and that is the statement that the Reinspection
3 Program should have focused on the ~ safety significant componento
4 and systems. As Mr. Klopp's affidavit makes clear, as our

5 memorandum in r esponse makes clear, if one looks at safety-
,

6 systems, one very quickly gets outside the scope of any one

7 ~ contractor's work and outside the scope of any one vendor's
8 supply. That is, the safety systems in the plant emergency
9 core cooling system, for example, is composed of pumps, pipes,

10 electrical cables, electrical terminations, welded-

11 connections, and a variety of components that are purchased '

12- from a variety of vendors.
'

. 13 In order to determine, under Dr. Bleuel's approach,
14 the most safety significant part of that system, one would look
15 well beyond the scope of work of Hunter, Hatfield, Pittsburgh
to Testing Laboratory in order to determine that.

17 More basically, the assunption from which both

18 Dr. Bleuel's testimony takes off and Mr. Cassel's argument
19 proceeds, is simply a basic misunderstanding of the testimony
20 of Mr. Teutken. At his deposition, Mr. Teutken was asked

21 to rank not safety systems, not critical welds or critical
,

22 cable plans, or anything like that.' He was asked, with

23 respect to Hatfield, to look at the inspection attributes that

24 are listed and to tell Mr. Cassel which of those, in his
'

25 opinion, was the most cafoty significant.

||n
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i
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'l 'And I think that if I just read a little bit of

2 Lthat deposition, the. Board will get a flavor for Mr. Teutken's

3 response and it will demonstrate why Dr. 31euel and the

d Intervenors have' simp 1v sailed off on'a completely

5 ! irrelevant course here..
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L['') Now, he was asked about inspection procedure 9A,'

\m/
. t

.2 which Mr. Teutken classified for Hatfield as'being'one of the
3 'most safety-significant inspection procedures.' He was asked,

'

"Why did you place that'in'your first order of safety4

5 significance? ' Answer: Because the hanger itself'is what-is-

6 Supporting.-the cable pan, and'it's structural integrity is
7 necessary. -Question: If it were to fail, would there be'a

a threat to safe operation of the plant?" There was an objection
~

.on pages 12 and following of Mr. Teutken's deposition, and9

io the question was re-asked as follows:

si "With respect to the cable pan hangers, if a

singic cable pan hanger were to fail, would that present a12

threat to the safe operation of the plant? Answer: Not13

C_,hj 14 necessarily. It's a function of what the component.is and
,

15 where it's located and its purpose. And if a number of the
cable pan hangers were to fail, would that present a threat16

i7 to the safe operation of the plant? Answer: It could

Potentially yield a condition of impairing safe operation ofla

19 the plant.

20 " Question: Could you give us an example of how
21 it might impair? Again, a conditional question -- might
22 impair safe. operation of the plant? Answer: It would have

to have a complete series of hangers go into a failure mode,23

which to themselves would then yield another failure mode'in24

25 the pan system, potentially yielding a concern.with the cable ;

O
.
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'''N installation itself. Question: And how would that triggeri_
Q)

2 a safety-concern or a safety problem, from a layman's point

3 'of view? What would happen that would cause anything'to

4 be unsafe as a result of this? Answer: The cable -- the pan

-5 system it''s supporting could perform an operability function

6- which would make equipment inoperable. It would be necessary--

7 , Question: And some of that equipment would-be necessary to

a the safe operation of the plant? Answer: Some of it could be,

-9 yes. The. Reinspection Program, for better or for worse, was

to organized around inspection elements. That's what Commonwealth

n Edison Company has presented as its proof in this proceeding,

12 and it_goes to the question of the qualification of QC

33 inspectors. It also provides information which is useful,
'

./~'N
( ) perhaps not to statisticians, but to engineers in evaluatingi4

.

15 the condition of the plant.

16 The Reinspection Program was not organized around

37 the most safety-critical element, and indeed, for the reasons

is that I have_ expressed and that are set forth in Mr. Klopp's

39 affidavit, it couldn't be. It would be nonsensical because,

20 the most highly-stressed weld in the most highly-stressed

21 connection of a cable pan hanger might be the cable pan hanger

22 that was supporting the cable pan with a cable in it for

23 routine plant operations not related at all to anything of

24 safety significance.

25 So what Dr. Bleuel suggests as necessary to assuring

O
V
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1 the resolution of what Mr. Cassel has called the most critical
x__

2 issue here: safety of the Byron plant, just won't do it,

3 and the reason that Dr. Bleuel can suggest it will do it is

because he doesn't have any background with respect to4

5 nuclear power plants or the manner in which they are analyzed.
6 Not just in terms of this Reinspection Program, but in terms

7 of the various safety analyses that are conducted by the

8 Applicant with the help of its architect engineer and nuclear

9 steam supply system vendor, reviewed by the NRC Staff and

to available for evaluation in a licensing proceeding such as

11 this one.

12 In fact, challenges were made by the Intervenors

13 to systems that were safety related, and overall to the
/ \

(_,[ 14 effect of a so-called Class 9 accident, a severe accident,
15 at the Byron Station. Those were litigated, there were

1-6 references made to various kinds of probabilistic risk

17 assessments, which everyone agrees is kind of the ultimate

18 failure modes and effects analysis, and those issues have
19 been decided.

20 The suggestion that this is simply another way of
21 drawing inferences about the quality of Hatfield and Hunter's
22 . work really is just way wide of the mark. Because what we
23 would be embarked on is an analysis not just of Hatfield and
24 Hunter's work, but of the work related to safety-critical
25 systems.

I
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1 Now, I believe that Mr. Cassel suggested that

2 there is something wrong with the statistics, if you will,
3 that Commonwealth Edison has provided because all the
4 reliability calculations are kind of lumped together. Those
5 reliability calculations have a meaning, certainly, but I
6 think we elevate numbers to a position that they should not
7 have and probably do not have under the NRC regulatory
8 scheme if we suggest that if you get it out to the fourth

9 decimal point or the fifth decimal point a plant is safer
30 than if you've only gone to three decimal points. That's not

11 the basis for the reasonable assurance finding.
12 I believe other licensing boards have rejected
13 the straight application of statistics as being meaningful.7

i b

'ud 14 in determining the safety of a pAant. And I suggest that to

15 9et into a debate -- we may get into one later in the week
16 with the statisticians -- but to get into a debate over the

i17 adequacy of a reliability calculation is essentially
18 irrelevant to the basic issue before this Board, which is the
19 adequacy of Hatfield and Hunter's work.

20 It is also worth observing that nowhere does

21 Dr. Bleuel indicate how this failure modes and effects
22 analysis would change the result. What we're told is that
23 this is another way, in his opinion a better way, of doing
24 an analysis, and that if- we concentrated our efforts on the
25 safety-significant systems, that somehow, we would get a

p
I t
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f'' - Netter impression of the quality of Hatfield.and Hunter'si
- A.-

work. I'm not certain that that's true. And once again,2

3 as'I said earlier, there is a basic misunderstanding of the

safety categories identified by Mr. Teutken and the safety4

~

5 . systems referred toIby Dr. Bleuel.

6 In fact, if one looks at the results of the
*

7 Reinspection Program by attribute that are found in

8 Mr.1 Del George's testimony, one sees that what Dr. Bleuel

9 suggested should have been done, was done. The emphasis was

io on cable pan hanger. reinspection. The emphasis was on

visual weld inspections, which was another category ofgi

12 inspection attributes --

i3 JUDGE SMITH: Would you back up a moment and

() enter that thought again?34

end 8 15
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)I' MR. MILLER: If we're talking about inspection
,

2 elements-that are important to safety, then, in; fact, if one
:

F 3 looks at~the results that are reported in Mr. Del George's
:d prepared testimony, one finds.that the emphasis was,r.in-
5 fact,;on those inspection elements that Mr. Teutken:
6 categorized as most important-to safety.
7 A good example is perhaps the documentation
8 element in the Ilunter.' There.were a: number of reinspections
' done there, but they were given.''somewhat less weight than

, .

10 the more important hardware reinspections.
11 JUDGE SMITH: Are you referring to the Resinspection
12

!. Program?

13 MR. MILLER: Yes, sir.' Yes, sir. One looks at the

14 number of visual weld reinspections that were done for

15 Hatfield as compared, for example,-to the installation of,
16 I believe, cable pan covers. There were none' of those

,

.
17 captured, but they are less -- the inspection element --
18 JUDGE SMITH: You mean that's the way it turned
l'

out; not by design?<

20 MR. MILLER: Well, I think that's probably right,
21 because it was organized around inspectors.
22

| One of the other things that comes out of
i

23 Mr. Teutken's deposition is that despite this categorization,
24 at one point in the examination by Mr. Cassel he says, now,,

t

25 look, you have to remember that all of these inspection

h
'

i.
v

i

t
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' ; p']| 3 ' attributes.'are safety related and, in fact, that's true.
~

-The.Resinspection. Program did not involve.itself with2
. . .

3

3 inspections 'that were.not safety related.
, ,

h

) What are we left with? We~are left with an,

,

j. assertion that if we just got Mr. Klopp up there and.5

[' Dr. Bleuel'up-there and had them in the crucible of cross,

examination, that the Board would be in.a better position to7

know which expert was right.p -a

| 9 I quarrel with'the basic premise of this.- 'I do
!-

-not believe that there has been any showing that Dr. Bleuel,o

is an expert-in any area that.is going to aid this Board in3,

reaching a decision about the adequacy of Hatfield and12

Hunter's work. All he is going to do if his testimony ~is33

3, admitted is suggest, as he has, that there's another way

| 15 f doing something. And we will then have, I think,
pr bably quite an involved evidentiary. presentation to '

16

demonstrate, first, why that approach to doing something is-,7

ig not a good one in,this particular instance. And secondarily,

to demonstrate that a failure modes and effects analysisy,

20 f r the entire plant, looking at systems that are critical i

21 to safety on an interactive basis, has been done.
S we really will n t have advanced the ultimate22

! issue before this Board at all. Because as Mr. Klopp made23

clear, and as Dr. Bleuel has no experience to contradict, a24

failure modes and effects analysis for systems cannot be used! 25
;

O

.|
|
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%')G[. - to pinpoint construction inadequacies in any meaningful way.1

2 And that's where we're going to be at the very end if we go
3 forward with this.

d I would'like to briefly address two other points,
5 and those are the second and third points in Dr. Bleuel's
6 evidentiary presentation.

7 Mr. Cassel suggests that it's not redundant that

a his observations about the need for an independent engineerinc
9 evaluation are not redundant of Mr. Stokes' testimony, because

30 Dr. Bleuel's testimony reaches its conclusion by a different
il route.

12 Mr.: Stokes at least looked at or had available to
13 him calculations, and was able, presumably, to evaluate them.

() id Dr.-Bleuel can't do that. He says he can't.

15 Well, another possibility is that Dr. Bleuel has

16 some basis in his background to believe that Sargent & Lundy
17 will not provide an honest and unbiased engineering evaluatu.
is because of its-asserted economic interest in the completion
19 of the Byron Station. But there is nothing in Dr. Bleuel's

20 testimony that suggests he has some knowledge of that.
21 What we are told, therefore, is that we should

22 accept Dr. Bleuel's testimony because somehow hi's ignorance
23 of both the engineering calculations and his lack of informa-
24 tion about Sargent & Lundy makes him an expert in I don't
25 know what. I don't know whether it would be sociology or

bRJ
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1 psychology or economics. But it's not any subject matter, it
2 seems to me, that ought to be the basis for findings before
3 this Board unless there's either a showing by a competent
4 engineer that the calculations are wrong, or some proof that
5 Sargent & Lundy's interest in the Byron Station has biased
6 their engineering evaluation. We don't have either

7 predicate for Dr. Bleuel's testimony.
8 The last point that DR. Bleuel makes is with

9 respect to the first 90 days of an inspector's tenure as

10 being the appropriate sampling period for a reinspection.
11 I would just like to observe two things.
12 First of all, Dr. Bleuel's observations are based

13 not on any experience with inspe~ctors, but rather with hisA
i i

\_) 14 experiences with repairmen. And once again, the Board is

15 asked to accept somehow that Dr. Bleuel knows that inspectors
16 are just like repairmen in terms of their attention span.
17 Secondly, we're told that it's the ENDEVCO

is experience that forms the basis for his expertise with
19 respect to the first 90 days. Judge Smith, that was 20 years
20 ago. That's when Dr. Bleuel left ENDEVCO, and to suggest
21

.
that his position as a -- I forget the proper title here --

22 assistant quality control manager'for ENDEVCO, producing
23 products that bear no relationship to the nuclear power
2d industry in an era where at least the nuclear power industry
25 had not even adopted any formalized quality assurance criteria

s

m

i

l
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f i strains, frankly, credulity, that opinion based on that

2 experience would be worthwhile for this Board to have.
.
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( ') . 1 'I believe that to the' extent Intervenors have
N /'

2 evidence, in the form of expert. opinion, with respect to that

-3 . point, Dr. Kochhar?.s testimony says.it all. Dr. Bleuel's

( testimony adds nothing.

5 And'that concludes my remarks. We ask that the

6 motion be denied.

7 JUDGE SMITH: Al1 right. The Board may have

.a some questions of the parties, which we will propound after

9 the break. I ask that you keep your final remarks brief.

io This has been argued extensively. Do you have additional
,

n arguments to make?

12 MR. CASSEL: Quite briefly, Judge, first of all
,

ia there is no misunderstanding about the basis of Mr. Teutken's

() safety categories and I selected pages from the depositioni4

is to explain to you what Mr. Teutken was saying. I tould have

selected the very same pages and the very same questions and16

17 answers that Mr. Miller selected.
is And Dr. Bleuel is familiar with the basis for
op Mr. Teutken's categorizations and that is the basis on which

20 he recommends that the FMEA could be done on the basis of those
21 safety classifications if there is any reason, such as scope
22 of proceeding or otherwise, not to use an alternative approach.
23 Secondly, Dr. Bleuel's suggestions about the need

2( for a failure modes and effects analysis are not merely, as
25 Mr. Miller suggests, to suggest another way or of a way that

(D
A _/ .
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x j} '- I might produce more' sophisticated statistical results.._;
-

2 Dr.~ Bleuel, while he has a degree in statistics, is making
3 suggestions and.is reacting to what he has read about this

4 program not in a strict' statistical sense and it is the
'

'

5 engineering judgment, the judgment on the reliability of

these' systems, which is really the core , issue he is addressing,.6

7 JUDGE SMITH: One of the questions that I will ask

8 is what has he read? I mean, it does not appear in his

9 testimony about this plant and about this litigation and about

to the reinspection program?

11 MR. CASSEL: I could pull it for you if you like,

12 Judge. Somewhere in the papers it indicates that he has read

13 the full Reinspection Program report and the supplement --n
k,) 14 JUDGE SMITH: Yes, I understand that. He did

15 read the February and supplemental reports.
16 MR. CASSEL: And the testimony of Edison wittasses

17 Hansel and Laney -- and I would have to check the papers to
18 see beyond that - but I recall specifically that he was

19 focusing on1the testimony of Hansel and Laney and on the
20 Reinspection Program report itself.

21 JUDGE SMITH: And Del George?

22 MR. CASSEL: He is responding to Del George and
23 I believe he has read Del George. I'll have to check with

24 him on that. But for example, I do not believe he has even

25 read Dr. Singh'a testimony and he is not zeroing in on the

O.

|
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j ); I statistical' point.-_Just to give you an' example of the

-

2: extent to which -- from a non-statistical standpoint ---from
~

3 a question of engineering _ judgment or- managerial judgment or:

reliability engineering,fany ofLtheJtraits which would apply4

'5 'to say let's assume we accept for the moment -- which

6 Intervenors do not ---but let's assume _for the moment we
'7 accept Mr. Miller's argument that statistician's issues here

a are really - angels dancing on a: pinhead._ ' We can .put them aside
9 and let's just take a look at. the mal results here.

10 And are-we convinced, based on the Reinspection
11 -Program in part, that the plant is safe? The kind of question

'2 that Dr. Bleuel raises, just to give you the latest data that-1

13 ue have from Edison on two attributes -- and I will use
) 14 numbers, but I'm not going to be making a statistical point --

15 there were 26, according to Edison's latest responses, there
I6 were 26,572 inspections done by Hunter of fit up and tack
17 weld for piping and whip restraints. And likewise, there were

18 10,509 inspections done by Hunter for component inspections
19 for piping and whip restraints.

20 Now those two items were respectively, I believe,
21 in Teutken Safety Classifications 2 and 3. There were zero

22 reinspections done in either of those classifications, none.
23 Now you don't have to be a statistician to raise questions
24 about what safety inferences can be drawn from a prog:mm where
25 over 36,000 inspections of some safety significance were

.

a

.
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\v totally missed _and yet thousands reinspections were done of

2 documentation.
3

Now, I'm not criticizing the program, in reviewing
documentation for the purposes f'or which it was designed.4

-But
5 . I am suggesting, a nd Dr. Bleuel is suggesting, it's a: matter

of engineering judgment and managerial judgment quite apart
.6

.7 from statistics. One can raise questions about that kind

.a of allocation of resources with respect to any inferences and
9 about that level of evidence with respect to any inferences

10 that can be drawn from the reinspection program about the
11 safety of the plant.

12 Now that concludes my remarks. Thank you.
13 JUDGE SMITH: Anything further?

() 14 MR. LEWIS: Mr. Chairman, let me just make a few
15 brief comments.
16

We don't want to be interpreted as in anyway
17

wishing to cut off the Intervenor's right to make their case,
18 as they see it, before this Board. And indeed, with respect
19

to the testimony of the three witnesses who previously were
20

identified by the Intervenors, Dr. Kochhar, Dr. Erickson,
21 and.Mr. Stokes, while there may be certain portions of those
22

testimony -- of those items of testimony -- which we might
23 find objectionable and may move to strike, nevertheless the
24

subjects addressed there do appear to oe. addressing points
25 previously raised before this Board, with respect to the

Ov
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1 Reinspection Program, the Quality Control Inspector

2 Reinspection Program.

3 And our concern -- and perhaps it was stated in

4 a somewhat different way by the Applicant -- but our concern

5 is that the new point about the failure mode and effects

6 analysis, while Mr. Cassel has sought to characterize it as

7 another way to look at how meaningful data can be brought out

8 of the Reinspection Program and how this Board can be aided

9 in reaching the decision that it has to reach, I believe

that Mr. 'Casse"1 is relying upon an overly broad understanding f10

11 of what this Board has before it. ,, s

12 The fundamental decision on whether or not there is
13 reasonable assurance that the Byron plant has been constructed,,

i \
\> 14 so that it can be operated safety is clearly a decision that

is the Director of !!uclear Reactor Regulation wi,11 have to make
16 under the regulations.

17 And to the extent that this Board believes that the
18 Intervonors, through the proposed testimony of Dr. Bleuci, are
19 raising issues that the Board feels it needs to hear in order

20 to decide the Quality control' Inspector Reinspection Program
21 issue before it -- and this Board has also been given a
22 broader potential scope by a footnote to 770 -- ALAB 77D.
23 If this Board believed, fron reviewing the papers
2d before it, that Dr. Bleuel could adu something not previously
25 discussed on the record in this proceeding,=which would enable

o
-

1

-
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1 )- 1 it to determine this. issue, then this Board should decide toF
1 ' q_/ -

2
,

hear Dr. Bleuel.

3 But I~ believe that the testimony of Dr. Bleuel'does
s

d depart considerably 'from the scope that is presently before
5 this Board. And in a way that I do.not find to be the case

6 with respect to all the -items in the other gentlernen's '

7 testimony,

a It'was argued, by Mr. Cassel, relying upon the
''

9 Applicant's most recent -- the Applicant's response to.the
30 supplemental interrogatory 12, on Hunter Corporation, that
11 there is some significance to be attached to the fact that
12 for certain categories, where there were extensive numbers of
13 initial inspections by Hunter per'sonnel and yet no reinspectior s

(O_,) 14 that there is a significance to that.

15 Well, there may be, from his perspective. I don't

16 see how there is from the perspective of the' Reinspection
17 Program looking at selected inspectors. And I think once

18 again, this refers back to his argument'that the orientation
19 of the Reinspection Program should have been different and
20 should have focused more on categories of items based en

21 safety significance.

22 Those are the only further comments the Staff has.
23 JUDGE SMITH: All right. We tiill take a 15 minute

24 break.

cnd10 25 (Recess.)t

O'

V
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k )- JUDGE SMITH: As we indicathd, we had noI

2 expectation.that we would be able to decide the motion on

3
merits. . We simply wanted to go over our notes and look

#
at the filings and see if we had additional questions.

As it turns'out, the temptation to begin
'6 debating bhe merits of the. motion was almost irrisistible

7 so we didn't use.our time ah efficiently as we might have.
8

So our questions will not reflect the amount of time it

9
took in preparing them. .

'O
There's one area that I believe the parties have

''
not fully satisfied the requirements of NRC practice on,

#
-12 and that is, we have to assess, assum'ing that we find

13
relevance, we have to assess the impact on the proceeding of,, s

1 ate-filed and late-off)ered evidence, and there was no'#
s-

4

15
discussion, little discussion, of good cause for late

.

16
offering of this. Maybe you have nothing more than just

'I what hsu said; you didn'.'.t'know about it and that's it.
18

There was no discussion ofithe extent that the
i,

19 think'that was a very-?proceeding will be extended, and I

20
good discussion of the problems associated with the proposed

'
; testimony with respect to the Applicant's point of view.

22 However, there as no discussion, as such, as to ho'w the
.

23 proceeding wo>uld be broadened.
.

24 t
JI guess that would be part and parcel of. delay.

25
So we do want to be informed on those points. And'as we

-

U
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are hearing from the parties on that, we will be preparing[ ':j i
w

2 other questions that we have to ask, too.

3 MR. CASSEL: Do you have a preference for --

4 JUDGE SMITH: I believe that the better party

5 to lead off that discussion would be Mr. Miller.

6 MR. MILLER: Judge Smith, it's a little difficult

7 to be precise in responding with respect to any delay which

8 would be. caused in the conclusion of this proceeding, should

9 Dr. Bleuel's testimony be admitted. Obviously, it would

to depend on the conditions, if you will, on which his Issue

J

n No. 1, the failure modes and effects analysis issue, were ;
i

12 admitted.

13 JUDGE SMITH: That's the issue that particularly

O) I thought might have a potential for delay. But we don't( 34

15 know that.

16 MR. MILLER: I think I would agree that that's the

n issue that certainly has the most potennial for delay.

is We have only begun to evaluate what it would take to respond

39 to Dr. Bleuel's testimony. I think it's certain that we would

20 not be able to prepare and present rebuttal testimony to

21 Dr. Bleuel this week. And I believe that we would recuire :

22 at least one week to determine the scope of what.our response -1

23 would be and to get testimony together.

!

24 That testimony I think would probably include
|

25 testimony by Mr. Klopp and I,believe would be designed to do
|
|

G

.
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) I two things. First of all, -- well, let me give one of two!

2 alternatives. If the Board were to admit Dr. Bleuel's
3 testimony, it is conceivable that our evidentiary presentation
4 would be limited to arguing, if you will, through contrary
5 expert testimony that what he proposes makes no sense in
6 the context of the licensing proceeding for nuclear power
7 plants, and that the output of any such analysis would not

,

a provide useful information to this Board. And we might rest
9 -with that.

~

10 On the other hand, if the-Board were to indicate

i11 that it were necessary to its decision that a failure modes

12 and effects analysis of the type suggested by Dr. Bleuel were
13 a relevant consideration in this proceeding, then I believeq

k/ 14
'

that we would require an extended period of time in which tos

15 prepare such an analysis.

16 I don't know as I sit here whether~the existing
'17 Byron risk analysis or some other analyses that may exist in
is the. Final Safety Analysis Rcport are adequate to address the
19 substance of what Dr. Bleuel is suggesting. And if this

20 Board were to~ determine that such an analysis should be done
21 in order for it t'o resolve the issue of the adequacy of
22 Hatfield and Hunter's work, then I believe we're looking at
23 an extended period of time, probably three to four weeks
24 before we would be in a position to present testimony.
25 But I'm really speaking in a very uneducated way.

f%
J

.

4
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! ) 1 JUDGE SMITH: I recognize the difficulty of.x /m

2 being precise. It would depend a lot upon how we stated

3 the need for any such testimony. And of course, you have

4 to add to all of that the need -- assuming that the

5 suggested testimony was necessary, then you'd have to add

6 to all of that the additional proposed findings, the

7 additional decisionmaking, all the way-through to the

8 conclusion. Good cause.

9 I suggest -- I asked the question, which was

10 answered clearly in the testimony. I said, What does he

11 know about this. And right there in the testimony, as'he

12 pointed out, he said yes, he told us what he knows. But

13 that didn't come across quite the way I intended it.

. (' 34 What I meant to say, rather inartfully, was,

15 what is there that they didn't know about this that caused

16 him suddenly on July 23rd to come running into this hearing
17 and say wait, wait a minute, you're doing it all wrong?

18 How does this happen? This didn't all spring fullblown-

19 into his mind. How did it happen?

20 You're out shopping. Mr. Campbell is coming

21 to the bench. Maybe he can help us.

22 MR. CASSEL: Judge, I'd like to consult with

23 Mr. Campbell if I could on that question. I also have

24 responses to the other questions you raised, but I didn't
N

25 know whether Mr. Miller -- whether you wanted Mr. Miller to

n
'%

- . - . .
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) I' address -- you enumerated what would be the impact on th'et

v-
2 proceeding, what good cause is there. I wasn't sure, when

3 you said impact on the proceeding did you mean only delay
~

d or potentially on the outcome?

5 JUDGE SMITH: Oh, no, I was thinking of -- that's

6 a very good point. That is something we'll have to address.

7
This would have to be, in my view, -- I'm not really thinking

8
out real clearly what legal elements would have to apply.

'
I'm just suggesting those we would begin with, and that would

10 be for a late witness raising issues of substance.

II
We would wish to look at the five elements for

12 late-filed issues, and we would also want to look at the.

33 potential for affecting -- havin'g a material effect on the
O
h proceeding.Id

15 MR. CASSEL: You raised a number of issues and
16 I didn't know'whether you wanted me to wait until Mr. Miller

17 had addressed each of them before providing any response.
18

I have responses to each of the questions you asked.

39 JUDGE SMITH: Well, Mr. Miller has answered

20 virtually everything. The effect it might have on the

21
proceeding, the impact upon the proceeding. The parties are

22 free to argue that, as you have. I'm not asking for any

23 further advice on that. I think if we accept your argument --

24 I know what the impact on the proceeding would be. If we.

25 accept the Applicant's argument, we know there, too.

m

,/

. . . _ - .. -
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1( ) -However, you are free to argue. I mentioned thev
2 impact upon the proceeding.

3 MR. CASSEL: In the sense of delay?

d JUDGE SMITH: No, in these sense of -- I thought

5 you were asking me what are the elements we would have to

6 apply, what legal tests would we have to apply, and one of
7 them is the impact upon the proceeding. Others are the

8 late issue elements.

9 MR. CASSEL: I meant to suggest at the outset

10 of my argument that I' thought those five elements would apply
11 to the extent you regard Dr. Bleuel's testimony or the

12 profer of it as new direct testimony, and I think that's a
-

13 fair characterization.
x

)
14 JUDGE SMITH: Another element that we will have

; 15 questions on will be to try to develop a little bit more

16 finely exactly what you regard as rebuttal, a'nd what is new

17 direct testimony.

18 Now, you've alluded to some of this as being

39 clearly rebuttal. Well, it's not quite that clear, and we

'20 would want more precise advice.

21 MR. CASSEL: There are three main issues he raises;

22 the FMEA is responsive to Edison's testimony that one can --
23 JUDGE SMITH: What are you addressing now?
24 MR. CASSEL: The first issue, the first of the.

25 three main issues.

Av('

)

!

[
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1 1 'three main issues.-

%)
2 JUDGE SMITH: .The issue put to you now is good

3 'cause. How did it happen on July 23, if he did --

d :Dr. Bleuel -- come running into this. proceeding saying, hey,.
5 wait a minute, you're doing it wrong? If I'm understanding

6 correctly, how did'this come about?

7 MR. CASSEL: Could-I have a moment-or two, Judge?
8 JUDGE SMITH: Yes.

9
(Counsel. for Intervenors conferring.)

- end 11 10

11

12
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I' MR. CASSEL: Judge, I'd like to supplement the
~/

2 information I have presented initially.

3 Dr. Dieuel came forward on -- to Intervenors on
or about the first day of the resumed hearings, as I4

5 indicated previously, first by communication to Mr. Campbell
6 who then referred him to counsel. And then he -- I guess

7 Ms. Judson called him. I think Ms. Judson then called

8 Dr. Bleuel after being alerted to his availability by Mr. i

9 Campbell.

10 The way Dr. Bleuel found out about it, to the

11 best of Mr. Campbell's knowledge, is that sometime in late

12 June or early July of this year Mr. Campbell, as part of the

overall effort Intervenors were making to consult knowledgable13

b)
\s~/ 14 people in the field, provided a copy of a Reinspection Program

15 to an acquaintance of his who works in Quality Assurance for
16 a corporation. Unless there's a need to identify the person-
17 in the Corporation, I would just as soon not, for the sake
18 of their privacy.

19 That individual, in turn, knew Dr. Bleuel, Mr.

20 Campbell did not know Dr. Bleuel, Intervenors did not know

Dr. Bleuel. That individual took it upon himself to pass along21

22 the copy of the Reinspection Program report sometime in a lmut
23 the first week of July, or thereabouts, to Dr. Bleuel.

24 Following Dr. Bleuel's review.of that report, he
had the concerns which have culminated in this proffer of25

(a

.

--_-_________--_____----___-__-_s__-.-____-
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1

x_) testimony. He telephoned first Mr. Campbell and then he |

2 had a discussion with Ms. Judson on the 23rd. I found out

3 about it the evening of the 23rd of July, informed the Board,
4 as I recall, on the morning of-the 24th.

5 JUDGE SMITH: At that point, however, may we

6 . infer that Dr. Bleuel had the Reinspection Program report?
7 MR. CASSEL: Yes, you may.

8 JUDGE SMITH: And nothing else?
,

9 MR. CAMPBELL: I believe that is correct. I'd

to have to check with Dr. Bleuel, but I believe that is

11 correct.

12 JUDGE SMITH: So whatever he knew about the
13 purposes of the reinspection report was contain.ed in the,,

s-) 14 reinspection report and I assume that he,did not know about the
15 -- he did not, at that time, have familiarity with the FSAR '

l'6 or of the testimony on the Class 9 contention'and that type
17 of litigation we've had here?

18 MR. CASSEL: I believe that assumption is correct.

19 He, of course, quickly upon communicating with Intervenors
20 and their counsel, learned more about the case. But his

21 initial -- the basis on which he first came to us, was the
.

22 reading of the reinspection program report.
23 JUDGE SMITH: And he was later provided the direct
24 testimony of the witnesses?

25 MR. CASSEL: That's correct, Judge.

x_/ .

!

|
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I i 1 I have not put'in the papers -- I don't believeO

2 we have put in the full listing of every paper he has-reviewed,
~

3 We put in the ones that we felt were principally relevant.

4 Other than that, on good cause, Judge, this whole proceeding

5 -understandably and for good reason, has been expedited but

6 _within fairly _short period of time following the definition
..

7 by.this Board on about May 31st of the scope of the issues.

8 And as part of-an extensive effort by the Intervenors to find

9 expert witnesses within a relatively short period -- less thar.

io 'two months -- Dr. Bleuel did come forward. We immediately

n si notified the Board of his existence, as soon as re knew, even

12 made --

13 JUDGE SMITH: Knew of his availability.
l'8
(,,f 14 MR. CASSEL: Of his availability, and his existence,,

15 for that matter, although I suppose'the availability is the

16 most relevant part here.

17 In addition -- and we did so, even though, as I

.is hope I indicated the first time around, I did not at that point
pp in time know enough about him, I hadn't even spoken to him

20 myself, to be really comfortable about making a very precise

21 and fair representation as to what his testimony might be.

22 It was for that reason that we ultimately wanted
.

23 to give you the testimony so you could see for yourself.

24 As our motion indicated, we made him available to both the

25 Staff and to Edison for deposition, beginning last Monday.

v(''$.

-- . .. _. . - - -. -. . - - . . .
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[~l 1 No one has asked to take'his deposition, even
V

2 though we:have made him available. He continues to be

3 available for deposition. We'll make him available tonight,

d tomorrow night, or any other time before he testifies. I

5 have asked him to be available if the Board desires to testify
6 this Wednesday. He will be available then.

7 His testimony, the scope of his testimony, as far

8 as Intervenors are concerned, is set forth in that document.

9 As we have indicated, he is prepared to recommend that a

10 youthful analysis could be done on the basis of the Teutken

11 safety classification. As far as Intervenors are concerned, weg
12 do-not;see a need to greatly broaden.the scopes of the issues
13 or prolong the proceeding.

- ) 14 JUDGE SMITH: No, so long as you just take his

15 opinion and accept it.

16 MR. CASSEL: And even if the scope of the response

17 is the kind of response which Mr. Klopp has provided. I,

18 of course, understand that it is not up to us. It is up to

19 Edison and the Staff to decide what kind of response they
20 want to make to it. And I certainly, if the Board admits

21 Dr. Bleuel's testimony -- as I hope you will -- I think

22 Edison should have every opportunity to respond to it that they
23 might wish.

24 I understand I'm offering them something that has
25 a bitter side involving the timing. All I'm saying is we are

a

_ ..- _ . ~ _ _ ,
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)( I not trying to prolong the proceeding. As soon as we learned

2 of Dr. Bleuel, and ever since then, we tried to expedite

3 this whole thing in every way we could.

02bu 4 You asked me to what extent his testimony is

5 direct, as opposed to rebuttal. And again, dealing with the
6 three main issues that he's raised; issue number 1, FMEA,
7 we are principally offering that issue as direct testimony.

8 However, it is also rebuttal testimony in the sense of

9 responding to the inferences which Mr. Laney and Mr. Del George
10 among others -- but those are the two primary witnesses on
11 this point, from Edison -- have made, that from the

12 Reinspection Program results, as well as other evidence that

13 they rely on, one can infer that the Byron plant is reasonably__

/ x
( d

\_ ,/ 14 safe to operate.

15 The FIIEA point, by really focusing in on the safety
16 significance of the findings of the Reinspection Program,
17 is a rebuttal point in response to that.

18 JUDGE SMITH: I want to see if I understand the

19 logic here, and I really haven't studied his testimony. Before

20 I feel I have absorbed it, in the context of this case, but

21 his logic here on the FMEA is that the reinspection program
22 was done one way. The way that he would have done it, as I

23 understand it, is to have FMEA identify critical points and
24 concentrate the inspection program resources on those critical

25 points. That's the way he would have done it.

7

- ._/t

t
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f( ). 51 - MR. CASSEL: That's correct, as far as it.goes.
~

,

LBut if I could jus't add a couple of points to'it. One is that
2

g 33 he.would.not only'concentratefinspection resources, he.would
~4 also conceatrate engineering and managerial resources.

~

5 Concentration of resources is one point. The other point is

6' stricter' standards for'the safety critical elements. Not

7 stricter standards in the sense of the hardware standards.
8 Those have already be'en set. But stricter standards under:
9 the Reinspection Program, a' higher confidence lev'el, higher,

'10 reliability, a standard larger sample size, making sure that-
11 ~ you don't have less important categories more heavily
12- reinspected than other categories of greater importance,3-

3

13 et cetera.
i
'

- 34'

! The other way in which I would amplify your
.

1 15

,,

summation of his points is he is not necessarily saying that
,

16
. -if his purpose had been what Edison's purpose was -- namely

'to validate the qualifications of inspectors -- and that's3 17

1

1 18 really a shorthand paraphrase for an inspector qualification,

19 issue, which you know people argue exactly how you'd word that.
20 If that had been his purpose, he might well have designed
21 it as they did, with the exception of the first three months
22

'; point.

'

-23 - But if the. purpose is what Edison, after the
| 24 fact, attempted to make it become,' validating work quality,

.25' if that's your purpose that should be a different design.

tO
.

>
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.( ) 11 JJUDGE SMITH: I understand'that and this is'

=where I have: trouble following the stepping st'ones of this- 2,

3; logic. He - said yourf Reinspection Program might '1xa 'all right'

to validate an inspector's qualifications, but it does not-4

5 support the: inference that the quality of the work is-

; f6 . good. 'To do that you.have to have an FMEA and the way I'
; 27 . would have done it, according_to Dr. Bleuel, would be to have

8 an.FMEA and then use the results'of that as.you described.
, 9 |Then where do you como out?.~

i - 10 Let's say he's' exactly right. Where do we come out?u
'

'Let's say we-would have had a better result following his-j. - 11'

method,.asifar as evidence that the quality of,the work is..12 -

13 satisfactory. What do we do with that result, that.conclusioni '

k-} 14 MR.' CASSEL:- If that were the only outcome of !'

.

15 ffollowingids' recommendation, then you should exclude his
.

16 - testimony because-it wouldn't affect the resul'ts, in this.

,

-17 case, at all. "It would simply say.I've got a more convincing,

J - ~

18; way-toimake the same showing, that Edison has purported to make .

19 But there's another potential outcome of doing an
- 20 FMEA and structuring the Reinspection Program on the basis of

21 it. And-that'is you really-focus your resources and apply
t

[ 22 strict standards in the more safety significant areas, even
- 23 using the shorthand type of classification.that Mr. Teutken has

| 24 put.together for us. If you-did that, you might well find-1;
'
; 25
: . safety problems ~and areas where the reliabilities are not very . -!

1:
i' '

o

.

.
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.( J I strong, that_would require further reinspection efforts and

2 might raise hardware problems that went undetecte'd in this
3 program.

4 JUDGE SMITH: Is that the only way that could be

5 done or is thathis-way?

6 MR. CASSEL: I'm not sure what you mean by that,

7 "that." He is suggesting that without focusing resources-
-8 and applying stricter standards to the Reinspection Program
9 one cannot reliably draw an inference,;from that program, that

to the plant is reasonably safe. And he is recommending that

11 the appropriate way to focus resources is through an FMEA.
12 He is not saying the Teutken safety classification is the only
13 way to do an FMEA.

14 I'm not sure if I answered your question.
15 JUDGE SMITH: All right. Let's say, then, that we

16 do find that an FMEA would improve -- would in~ crease and
1:7 would be of greater assurance of the quality of the work. Is

is that .what you are saying? You concede he's not tackling

19 the usefulness of the Reinspection Program as an indication
20 of the quality of the inspection.

21 MR. CASSEL: Not only the FMEA point. His first
,

22 three months point lead directly to that and the independence
123 goes a little bit -- no, the independence really goes to the '

24 quality of the work because you could decide the issue of,

25 inspector qualifications without regard to the safety

.
.

v

.
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significance that he found in the engineering evaluation.'I
w/

2 So his first two points go to the work quality.
3 His' third point --

4 JUDGE SMITH: I'n ju'st talking about the FMEA.
.

'

5 That's the big' deal here.

6 MR. CASSEL: That does not go to the issue of

-7 inspector qualifications.

i8 JUDGE SMITH: That does not?
9 MR. CASSEL: Not as I understand his testimony.

10
It goes to quality of tiork and the inference concerning whethez|

11 - Byron -- whether Byron is reasonably safe to operate.
12 JUDGE SMITH: You would offer it here,-this

13 panel of witnesses, Mr. Del George said the purpose of it-was
b) 14g, to validate inspector qualifications and incidental purpose

15 or an incidental result is to permit an inference that the
16 quality of work was good. So now you're saying whoops, wrong
l'7 inference. You can't do that.
18 The better way to do it is with an FMEA.
19 MR. CASSEL: His testimony is stronger than that.
20 He's saying withoug doing an FMEA one cannot infer --
21 JUDGE SMITH: It cannot be done?

.

22 MR. CASSEL: -- work quality from the Reinspection
23 Program to the point of having reasonable assurance. One can
24 make some inference, but it doesn't -- in his judgment -- '.

25 rise to a significant level unless you have concentrated your

OO

- -_- - - _ .-
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^}-y[ g - resources and your standards on the safety significant part.1

-2 . JUDGE SMITII: Why can't he simply come to this

hearing and' argue without -- if he could say the only way'3

to do this is an FMEA because, and then attack directly, the4

inference drawn from the Reinspection Program because of its5

6 design.

end12 7
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, [ '). 3 MR. CASSEL: I'm sorry, Judge, I didn't follow.
|% /

.

*

2 JUDGE SMITH: Let's say an analogy. Let's say

3 I'm trying to bake a cake but I don't have any cake flour.
I'm using the ingredients on hand which are sand and other4

5 ingredidnts. You can run in here and say hey, the only way

6 you can bake a cake with milk, flour and sugar and eggs,

7 and let me show you. Here's how you do it. Here's some.

g flour, here's some eggs, here's all this stuff. We'll bake

a nice cake. Fine.9

io Why don't you analyze why the inference? Why

i t' don't.you use him to analyze why the inference that the

quality of the work is faulty, rather than going down the12

13 aisle of what they should have done? I mean an FMEA from

() this person who-does not have FMEA testimony, from this34

is Person who does not have nuclear experience, it leaves a lot

16 to be desired.'

But perhaps to hear what he says directly about37

the inference to be drawnabout the quality of the work may18
a.
#

39 be another matter. I don't see why you have to have the way

it should have been'.done in the record before you demonstrate20

21 the way that it was done is inadequate -- before the

22 inference being drawn.

23 MR. CASSEL: His basic point is the way it was

24 done is inadequate, but one of the reasons it was inadequate

25 was because it failed to focus resources and standards on the

I

Q'
;

.

f
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[ T p most safety-significant parts.
LJ

2 JUDGE SMITH: What i his basis for the

3 serumption that there are a finite amount of resources?

4 MR. CASSEL: He didn't assume there was a finite

5 amount ci rescurces.

6 JUDGE SMITH: You're talking about. focusing

7 resources and not wasting them on insignificant matters.

g Don't you assume that you have finite resources?

9 MR. CASSEL: I think what he's talking about is

10 the fact that Edison devoted a certain amount of resources

ii to the plant. They didn't reinspect every inspector; they
didn't reinspect all the work of every inspector; they12

33 didn't reinspect all the contractors; they made choices,
p). And what he's saying is there may have been good reasons for(, ja

15 the choices they made in light of their purpose at the time.

16 JUDGE SMITH: But the same amount-of resources

i7 could have done a better job?

18 MR. CASSEL: Could have done a better job on the

other purpose for which the Reinspection Program is now39

being offered; namely, validating work quality. If they20

wanted to spend all those resources on that program to prove21

22 inspector qualification and then devote other resources to

23 an appropriately designed program to show the work quality,

24 I'm sure he wouldn't have any objection to that.

25 He simply indicated that the way they spread their

.O,

\)

l'

L.
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.5 . resources around, it was by design, random,.by inspector,-,

i

2 Lwhich results ininot.having the' focus on safety issues that

.

managers ought to..want,' that engineering evaluators ought tos

4 want, and thatithis regulatory body ultimately, he' suggests,

-

5 would want:in' order.to make a decision about reasonable

.6 assurance.
c
F -7 MR. LEWIS: Mr. Chairman, may I be heard on'one

~

2

8 of those points? .It's at this point that Dr. Bleuel's

9' - lack of knowledge 'of. all' of the other documentation in this

a
10 -case become paticularly important.

11 'As the Chairman was suggesting, perhaps if '
~

I. ..

i- 12 Dr. Bleuel were actually seeking to join issue .wlth the '
.

13 ma'tter before this Board; namely,,whether or not one can

() ' draw-some-inference as-to the quality of construction from
'

14

15 the Reinspection Program, that would be one matter. But to
'

:

i: 16 come in and suggest that a wholly different' type of approach
.

.17 is necessary to. reach a reasonable assurance finding or
s

i' is however he would put.that finding as to the quality of

I
'

'19 construction -- without having.any awareness of any other '

F.
20 efforts done with respect to'this plant and-this docket, is '

21 not going to be a useful and, I believe, probative piece of
I

| 22 -testimony for this Board.
-,

23 Maybe I'm simply.trying to restate my understanding'

-

24 of the Board's indication, but it seems to me, as Mr. Casseli

, 25 .is now approaching it, it does show'that when one gets.into
b
:

O
.

e

-
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; I an alternative approach from a person who has no foundation
n

of knowledge to offer that alternative approach, except2

having looked at the particular program now before the Board,3

the testimony is not addressing a point presently before4

| 5 this Board.

| 6 JUDGE SMITH: That's the scope of the reopened

7 Nearing. It's somewhat a different matter, and I agree
8 that that is something we'll have to get into. |

9 All right. I'm still having difficulty with the

10 logical steps of how this would fit into this case; that

11 he does not like -- he is not, himself, quarreling with the
12 inspector qualification inference to be drawn from the

13 Reinspection Program or its design for that, with respect,
( '

Q/ 14 to his first issue.

15 He and his counsel, you, are saying inasmuch as
16 the Applicants' expert witness has used it for a second

inference -- and that is the inference of the work quality,17

18 the second inference -- that inference cannot be sustained
19 based upon the Reinspection Program because it was not
20 employing an FMEA --

21 MR. CASSEL: Or alternatively stated, because it

22 did not supply sufficient data of sufficient reliability
23 on the most critical safety components.
24 JUDGE SMITH: Then he goes on to say, then, as.
25 I read someplace in his testimony, absent that, the finding

7,
f 8

x _,'
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1 cannot be made?( i - "
.},/-

' that'the relevant work has a quality which-

,

'

2
w i l l: p r o v i d e . r e a's o n a b l e ' ,a s s u'r a n c e . .He doesn't say that

~

3 anywhere.-

d MR. CASSEL: He'doesn't say.that. He'says --

5 1 guess he does say that. He says in his Answer 11, "In my
6 opinion, without performing'a' Failure Modes and Effects

,

~7 Analysis, one cannot have reasonable assurance that adequate
a'

, reliability of the plant and its associated safety requirement s.
' can be achieved."

10 IBut what he's really focusing on here is what he
11 .knows about'; the inference that can'be drawn from the

.

-12 Reinspection Program.
.

13
Now,-if this Board were to find that if there had

Id
been no Reinspection Program and~no-inferences concerning

15 plant quality-could be, drawn from it, if-this Board were to,

16
, find that based cn1 other information one could find reasonable

,

17 assurance, I'm not sure he could or would quarrel with that
18

because he's not familiar with the other information.
.

I'

But insofar as inference is drawn from the
20 Reinspection Program, he does not believe it can be
21 appropriately reached.

22 JUDGE SMITH: What if FMEAs had never been
23 'nvented? What would he bring to this hearing?i

24 MR. CASSEL: Apart'.from his second and third

25 points, what he would bring to this hearing would be based
:

1.
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-( ji 1 on his experience as I have indicated.

2 The whole purpose of.his business experience for

3 the past quarter of.a century has been to try.to make sure

4 that things work, and especially that the most important

5 things work. And even if he didn't use the term "FMEA" or

6 some other term with which I, for example, was not familiar

7 'until he brought it to my attention, he could still state
.

8 and would still state that from his experience, when you

9 try to design things to make sure that they work and that

10 the most important things work most reliably, any manager

11 using managerial judgment, any engineer using engineering

12 judgment is going to focus on the most important things and
.

13 subject them to stricter scrutiny. And that's what hevould

14 say.

15 It so happens that FMEA analysis does exist, has
>

16 -existed for sometime, is a standard part of the practice of

17 reliability engineering with which he's quite familiar, and

18 so he expresses it in that particular way.

19 JUDGE SMITH: Okay. Moving on to your second

20 point -- everybody will have a chance to come back to this --

21 he tells us that there's an alternative, and that is either

22 there should have been criteria in advance; the criteria to

23 assess the design significance of the discrepancies should
24 not be considered as reliable because they were not previously
25 stated at the outset. That's the one point.

b>u- .

1
i

|
- - . . _ . . - .. . _ ..-.. .- |
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- The other point :is .failing- that, then the only

I

2 :other:alternativefapparently is-independent evaluation.,

3 Now I.have two quest' ions. One is, what is the: basis for
~

.

d
his statement,;if-you.know.- It's not apparent'-here. That

,
4

5- !Sargent; & Lundy used after-the-fact criteri~a for their

'

analysis?; And'I'm~ referring here -- they didn't make up.

7
these1 codes after-the fact. They didn't invent, you know,

8
. -enginee' ring' judgment.after the fact.

9'
These codes against whichLthey applied their-

10
. analyses existed before the ReinspectionfProgram._ Wha't.is

'
the basis -- what after-the-fact criteria are you alluding

12 to,there?

13 MR. CASSEL: There were certainly many-before-the--

O- l#
fact criteria. The codes existed, the FSAR, et cetera, but

15
even within the context of all those criteria that exist,

16
in the course of doing the engineering evaluations there

'# -were many choices available to the engineer which required-
I8

the exercise of judgment in selecting what criteria and what-

3' calculation methods to use in order to assess safety
20 significance.

21'
One example-that he: singles out in his testimony

i 22'

at page -- well, first of all, he points out that many of

23 the evaluations were expressly based on judgment. But.the
24

one' example that he singles this out -- I think this~is

25
!- illustrative of the kinds of things we have heard and is
p

a

,

I

r

L_'.'. ..J. .-

'
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3 ). I replete.in-the testimony, but just to give one concretev:

2 . example, he refers-to the testimony ~on page 14 of his

3 testimony in Answer 16. The first full paragraph headed-

d- there, "Recent testimony discusses the use of_somewhat

'5 contrasting methods with respect to the extent to which one

6 examines the load redistribution effects. One method used-

7 in the Reinspection Program and testified to by

8 Mr. McLaughlin; another method used for purposes of

9 Mr. Kostal's testimony." And he emphasized he only did it

to for his testimony with' respect to systems control.

II Now, that -- it could have been done either way.

12 There was no code that required Mr. McLaughlin to do it one
.

13 way or that required Mr. Kostal to do it the other way. That(.3
N- / 14 was a choice that they were free to make within the context

15 of existing codes and within the context of the FSAR.

i.6 And the whole set of engineering e' valuations which

17 Sargent & Lundy has made -- and this was a point made also
is by Mr. Stokes based on his actual examination of the

19 evaluation, but it's consistent with the testimony we have

20 heard repeatedly from Sargent & Lundy and from the Staff --
21 is that there were judgments to be made here. You can't

22 send someone with the code and the weld and automatically
23 reach a particular result. There have to be judgments made.

24 JUDGE SMITH: Isn't his point then that yes,.

25 there were pre-existing criteria in the codes, and

X
'

|
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. i pre-existing criteria in the materials that had the same
( ;

^'

2 Properties before the fact as after the fact, and their

3 pre-existing criteria; that the mathematics remain the

4 same? He's saying that in his judgment, there was too much

5 udgment; after the fact judgment. In his professional

6 opinion, there was too much after the fact judgment. Isn't

7 that what he's saying, when it all boils down?

8 He can't come here and convince us that, as you

9 concede, there were no pre-designated acceptance criteria,

because all of the codes existed and all the methodologiesio

existed and all the mathematics existed and all the materialij

12 Properties existed. Those all existed.

13 He's simply saying, as I understand his
,m

( i ja testimony, that that isn't the way he would have done it.v'
15 Is he te? ling us there's an absolute industry standard that
16 he has described here that you either have to remove

i7 engineering judgment, have specific acceptance, criteria,

or you ' ave a single alternative and that is an independentis

19 evaluation? Is that what he's telling us? That that is an

20 established industry criteria? Or is he saying that that's

21 the way he would have done it?

end 13 22

23

24

25

( !
v

i
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.i j 1 MR. CASSEL: I think'since the question ins

2 precisely that form was not-put;to him in his prefiled
_

3' .tectimony, I'would be h'esita.7t.to' answer --

, hhe pr'oblem is it doesn't phine4 JUDGE SMITH:.

5 through in the testimony, to me at least.

6 MR. CASSEL: Having made that qualification, as

7'

I understand it he's saying in his experience"in the

8 industry you almost never have a situation where'there are

9 no criteri;. ' in1 advance at all. But you can have a , situation
. i10 where all the criteria that are necessary in order-to make

.
11 the evaluation are identified and spelled out in advance,
12 including what factors will and will not be considered and;

13 what methods will and will'not'b'e used, whic,h.was not done/, )- i

\/ 14 here in part becausd Sargent & Lundy wasn't asked to do the
,

15 evaluation until after the program was already underway.,

16 As I understand what he''s saying b'ased on his

(17 experience as an expert in the practical field of reliability
18 engineering and, maintainability engineering as well as
19'

quality assurance, he would say that to.do it reliably you
,

20 have only two ways; you spell out alli the criteria necessary
21-

to reach a judgment ahead of time, or if you don't do that
7

s22- or can't do it -- and sometimes you can't -- then you have
23 an independent review.

24 That's what I understand his testimony to be. It;

25 is not just a question of "I would have preferred that it be

eT,

h
!v

- 1

'i

pr .
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- v): -j done this way, or a better practice would have been to do

2 it that_way." He's quite strong in his opinion on this

' issue.3-

4 (Board conferring.)
'

5 JUDGE SMITH: Dr. Callihan thinks it would be a

6 good opportunity, and I agree, for the parties at this time

7 to address how Dr. Bleuel's testimony -- and I think

8 Particularly the Failure Modes and Effects Analysis -- fits
_

within the scope of this reopened hearing, aside from the9

10 narrow thread which I think is a very, very narrow thread

you have here where you're going to the secondary inference.n

If it weren't for the secondary inference drawn by the12

13 Applicant witnesses on the Reinspection Program, would his

0) testimony be squarely within the scope of the reopened(, 34

15 hearing?

16 MR. MILLER: Judge Smith, before we get to that,

might I just respond briefly to some of the earlier points?37

18 Then I would really like to address Dr. Callihan's question..
i9 But I believe that you heard from Mr. Cassel,and

20 the way the discussion really began was on the issue of

21 is this rebuttal testimony or is it direct testimony.
22 First addressing that specific question, it's

23 apparent from what Mr. Cassel said, that point one is clearly
direct testimony because he talks quite graciously of giving24

25 Commonwealth Edison Company an opportunity to respond to the

.
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't.;
~' 'V testimony _of'Dr. Bleuel, clearly. indicating togme;that this

, y. '+

isinot-something in anypne's judgment that could rest on the
.

- .,

3

. record-as'it stands right now - -and there be any yxpectation
4 .

'
.

- p6

that the Applicant had-bornexits burden of proof with respect
'
':S

to that issue.
,

'6 - +

Since it is clearly a.part of the ca'e-in-chiefs
7

- of:the Intervenor's, I believ'e that the first issue,really
,. should be regardedj as, .if you will, raising matters'outsi.de

9
the scope of this/ hearing, because it does not directly

10-
address the issues before the Board. And the test that

4 *
11 . , .,.

we have been discussing should be applied; I \.

^

12 - !
The reason that I say - .nnd this in part responds

- -<
13 l'; - i

'

} toDr.~Callihan'squestion-'thd.very'answerthatMrh'Cassel
'

(,/ 14 '

'

read from indicates to me that whaG Dr.iBleuel is talking
15 .'

about is something that 'goed well beyond the issues in
16 s

this proceeding. >

.17
Dr. Bleuel is quite correct when he's talking

18
'

about what a Failure Modes and Effects Analysis can do for
19

us. It-may help in reaching' conclusions about the,

20 \
adequate reliability of the plant, but that's not the

21
issue that we are here to address. In this operating

22
-license proceeding we dealt with a number of specific issues,

23 - -

some of which went more or less to that broad, rural issue,
24

= and have been litigated.
25

What we are here to address is the Reinspection
.

]
'

.w .
,

s

a

I

' '
' y s, . ,

M,. ' -
. , ' .-. .- ,. --
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I Program insofar'as it tells'us something about the

2
qualifications of the inspectors and.the adequacy of the

'3 work of'Hatfield, Hunter and PTL. And that's just --

4 ~Dr. Bleuel's proposed testimony never really focuses in
5 on that.

~

6
That's. precisely the reason that I was so

7 uncertain in responding to your earlier question about what-
a it would take)for Commonwealth Edison Company to present
9

testimony that would respond to this.

10 We have in' mind that the issue is limited to the
II

- adequacy of the work of those three contractors. It's

12 possible, although as Mr. Klopp's affidavit makes clear,
- - 13 not very useful, to get down to determining whether a

Id particular weld is in a safety-critical system and then we
15 could go and see whether that particular weld had been
16 captured by the }Oinspection Program.
17

But without doing the analysis of the whole

I8
system, the emergency core cooling system, the auxiliary

I' feedwater system, we would never get to that point. And what
20

we approve through the use of a Failure Modes and Effects

21 Analysis is that there is probably a component somewhere
22 that if it fails, given the redundancy of safety systems and
23 the fact that you have duplicate trains of control and so on,
24 that there is a tank somewhere or a pump somewhere that the
25 Failure Modes and Effects Analysis will show us is the one

-fG

!
i.
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f s, ..
I that is really very critical. And the way I think thiswx}-f

2 - would work is that you would find that well,~if we: analyze
3 this system and say.there are five welds in highly-stressed
4 locations that we ought to go look at, we could then do

5 another Failure Modes and Effects Analysis which would

6 suggest that having-looked at those five welds, the next-

7 possible failure sequence would involve looking at 20 more

a welds, and then we"would -- it would be like peeling an

9 onion. We would peel off successive layers in this Failure

10 Modes and Effects Analysis of components or equipment to
11 look at, and*at the end of this iterative process I don't

12 believe we would be any further along in determining the
13 overall adequacy of Hatfield and Hunter's work than we are

(%)(_ 14 at this point.

15 Furthermore, since, as Mr. Klopp points out, you
16 have to assume some level of quality in construction in
17 doing a probabilistic risk assessment, it is kind of -- what

is came first, the chicken or the egg.

39 JUDGE SMITH: Is that his position, though?

20 I think he' envisioned an FMEA which doesn't assume anything;
21 it just points out where you look. 1

I22 MR. MILLER: But in order to do that, Judge Smith,

23 one has to assume a certain level of quality. And in the

24 analysis with which Mr. Klopp is most familiar, you assume
|25 a level of quality based on industry experience. And that's

oO
V
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( !. I the only -- that's really the.only sensible way to do this.q ,-

2 Because what we're talking about is a power plant that's

3 going to meet the statutory standards of reasonable

d assurance, and that's-defined by the whole body of experience
5 ~for the industry.-
6 So we assume this level of construction quality,

7 do the analysis and it identifies something.

8 JUDGE SMITH: This is one of the things that I

9 want to re-read his testimony for; to see if I can get a

10 better feel. What is the problem he perceives he's going

11 to solve by an FMEA? That's what I'm trying to figure out.

12 The nexus that you. depend on is attacking their inference,
13 -but that doesn't do it for me. I want to know what he would
14 be trying to accomplish with an FMEA.

15 MR. CASSEL: The problem that he sees is the

16 likelihood that significant hardware deficiencies on safety-
17 critical-components have not been depicted with the
18 requisite degree of assurance, because the Reinspection,

39 Program --

20 JUDGE SMITH: Is that the end of your sentence?

21 How does he know that?
22 MR. CASSEL: Because the Reinspection Program was
23 not designed to find them if they were there.

24 JUDGE SMITH: Okay. That's exactly the point.

25 MR. MILLER: But Judge Smith, you know the importan :

v(A)

.

< , _ . - - . - . - . , - .w..- ___ _ , _ _ . _ - - - - ,.__.--r
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-( ): 1 thing is here is a man who has -- he's got tunnel vision,
2 - and the reason he has tunnel vision is he's been dealing
3 with'this extremely complex subject for six. weeks now,.

d. maximum. He has read the Reinspection Program Report and
5 he's read some direct testimony here, and he can't know

6 'because nobody_has told'him or showed him what else'there

7 -has'been in terms of inspections and audits and conclusions

a drawn by knowledgeable individuals with both the NRC Staff

9 and Commonwealth Edison Company with respect to the
10 -quality of the work.

11 The reason that this Reinspection Program was done
12 on a sample basis, as Mr. Keppler reminded us all when he

(
~

was here,-is b'ecause in the CAT team inspection, which was13
,

\-- Id an extremely detailed and thorough inspection by the NRC,
15 they did not find significant hardware prob.lems, and they
16 were looking for the reasons that he expressed, because of
17 concerns of quality at other plants.

18 Dr. Bleuel doesn't know about that. Nobody has
19 bothered to tell him about the CAT team inspection. No one

20 - has bothered to tell him about Appendix B. No one has

21 bothered to tell him about the extent of the normal quality
22 assurance effort, nobody has bothered to tell him about the

23 safety analyses of the safety-significant systems that take
24 place as a matter of routine in the licensing process.
25 So we have somebody who's got a'little bit of

C
s_ -

_ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - - _ _
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'( [ 11 knowledge about one aspect _of a process that has taken

2 eight years, and he is presuming to come in here and present
3 testimony with. respect to what is needed for this licensing7

d' board to reach a' reasonable assurance issue,which he-

5 characterizes as being on the overall safety of the plant.

6 It both mischaracterizes'the issue, and he doe":'t have a

7
.

. sufficient background to enable him to opine on that issue.

8 -MR. CASSEL:- Judge, he hasn't mischaracterized

9 the issue and all the things that Mr. Miller just mentioned

H) and that one will hear from every Edison witness practically.
11 who addresses this point are set forth right in the Reinspec-
12 tion Program Report. There is a discussion-of the Edison
13 QA/QC program, of the fact that Edison was relying on other-

'

14 matters -- that's in the Reinspection Program Report itself.s

15 We're not talkingzbout a case of tunnel vision

16 here, we're talking about breadth of experience and
17 knowledge, coming in and looking at a particular application.
H3 As far as defining the issue, he is addressing
19 first and most narrowly and most clearly within anyone's
20 definition in the scope of this proceeding, the quality of
21 the work of Hunter, Hatfield and PTL. He is also responding

22 not by raising an issue himself, but responding to the
23 inference which Mr. Del George, Mr. Laney and others have
24 drawn.

25 Now, I'm not sure Mr. Laney drew it beyond those
10
1.>

_
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_j: three contractors; I'd better qualify that. I think

2
'Mr. Laney drew it only with respect to Hatfield, Hunter

3
and PTL. But Mr. Del George and other witnesses for. Edison

~have drawn an inference, and the Staff has as well, about
-. 5 '

the' broader quality of the plant,; relying in part on the
Reinspection Program as the basis for it.

7

But there'are at least two levels there, and
..

8

neither one.of:|those issues was defined by Dr..Eleuel.
9

He's responding to'the issue as it was presented to him.
10' - *

Hunter,~Hatfield and'PTL'at one level, and the quality of.
11

their work; that's one issue which.he says is not addressed
12

adequately by the program. And the other and broader issue'

13

is drawing an inference from this program to the safety of7

|- the plant.as a whole.

15
MR. MILLER: Excuse me. I think it would be very-

0

important, Judge Smith, if Mr. Cassel could direct.your
17

attention to where any witness's testimony from Commonwealth,

Edison has purported to draw overall conclusions of the:

19
_ nature -- the second order nature -- that he describes.

20
It is my belief that Mr. Del George, Mr. Laney, Mr. Hansel,

21

all limited themselves, as this Board has ordered us to do,
22

to. addressing the adequacy of the work of Hatfield, Hunter
and PTL.

,

24
JUDGE SMITH: I think he clarified. You concede

'

that you're addressing now -- that we should~constru.2,

O
n_ 4

l

.
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(]_ Bleuel's testimony to be limited to Hatfield, Hunter and PTL?y

i_)
2 MR. CASSEL: With one exception, and that.is to

3 the extent it responds to the inference -- and I'll have-to

4 go back and parse the transcript on this, but Ithought when

5 Mr. Del' George gave us his very colorful metaphor for

6 . describing his reasons for inferring work quality, he used

7 a three-strand cable in response to Mr. Learner's suggestion-

that there were links in the chain. He was trying to make8

9 the point that there were independent bases for his

'

determination of work quality, one of which was thein

Reinspection Program findings as they relate directly tojy

12 work quality.

13 I had the impression at the time -- and perhaps

u) u I misremember -- that he was making an inference about the

15 quality'of the plant itself. And I believe on Mr. Learner's

to cross examination where he was asked did you make inferences about
' other contractors who were not resinspected, that he17

answered yes, he did.18

39 So I think Mr. Del George has gone beyond those

20 three.

21 JUDGE SMITH: We had a great deal of difficulty

22 with the scope of Mr. Learner's cuestions. I think we

23 finally resolved that he was talking about the three

24 contractors. Nevertheless, we know what the scope of the

25 hearing is.

a .

:
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i\ Has.there been any witness for either the Staff

'

or the utility who has.sta'ted expressly or by implication
3

that the Reinspection Program standing alone with nothing more
.

. . would be' adequate assurance that the plant _is constructed
v~

5
safely?

6
MR. CASSEL:- Not that I recall, no.

end 14
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1 But'there.have.been~a number.of witnesses:who have'- g

2
. relied.on it.in part..

-
' 3 | JUDGE. SMITH: 'Or who have said that'that is an

4 ' inference |that'can|be' drawn, that the qualityzof.the work is
-S good,.the Reinspection Program-is;an inference that can.be.-

-6- drawn..

x " 7 .MR. CASSEL: Yes. And bear in. mind, if we use

8 again'Mr.. Del George's three-strands of the cable, Intervenors

9 ~have an argument on:each of.-those strands. So to,say well,
10 one of them by:itself wouldn't be enough.-'Therefore, it's

11- _not'particularly dispositive if one of the strands happens
12 -.to.be very weak. Well, there are issues that we have raised

'13
. and that we intend to' propose.in the proposed findings on the

14 other two strands as well.
15 You know, this is directly --

16 JUDGE SMITH: I'm asking now solely to see what

possib'le relevance Bleuel -- what light.Dr. Bleuel can shed17

18 upon.it. Mr. Lewis?

19 MR. LEWIS: Mr. Chairman, unfortunately,.I think

20 that because there has been a span of time between the close
21 of the previous proceedings in the Byron case, and the present:

'new bu 22- . remand proceeding, there is a tendancy to act as though this
23 proceeding is not built upon.the factual record that preceededs

- 24 it, which of course it is.

25 And it would seem to me that it is the obligation of

O .

.
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1A )_ every party to this proceeding to put forward witnesses who

2 are knowledgable of all of the' relevant facts, which this

3 Board-has to take into account.

4- And in-the case of a witness of Dr. Bleuel -- and

5 I'm not in the least critical of Intervenors on this, I

6 think it's a considerable burden particularly for new counsel

7 who weren't working.on the earlier stage of the proceeding --

a but there has to' be some effort' to put before any proposed

-9 witness a full array of the relevant considerations. And for

10 a person <who'is proposing to come before this Board and

11 advocate a Failure Modes and Effects Analysis, it would seem'

12 like there are a number of relevant past portions of testimony
13 that, to my knowledge, Dr. Bleuel'has never been shown.

I
s ,s 14 JUDGE SMITH: That's an interesting point. Not

15 only that, but relevant portions of the entire licensing
16 process, which did not cone into sharp focus as an issue in

17 the proceeding, as we have stated several times throughout
18 the proceeding, that the primary responsibility for

19 establishing the assurance of the safety of the plant rests

20 with the Director of NRR. And we have responsibilities

21 over the issues which are brought into the hearing and

22 we discussed that in our initial decision.

23 MR. CASSEL: He's not raising FMEA as divorced from

24 the reinspection proaram. He's discussing what inferences ab6 tit the

25 quality of work of Hatfield and Hunter and PTL can be drawn

nv

_ . _ _ . _ . . _ _ _ _ _ . . - . . . _ . _ _ . . _ _ ,
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jf^ f |1 from the~ Reinspection Program. He has not reviewed the
xs

:2 . entire record of.this' case,'and that's obviously not--practical,-

,

J
a 'It1wouldn't have been practical for any expert in the twoA

' -
4 months since.theJdecision. Other witnesses have come in here,,

,

I
5 -quite' appropriately'--

.6 JUDGE SMITH: TWe're not faulting him. We're trying
1

| 7 to evaluate the benefit he would bring-to the hearing. It's

; s :not a_ question 1of criticism at all.. We wouldn't expect him
e

-

' to be able to do that.9

7- 10 MR. CASSEL: . Surely, obviously, the point does go

) 11 to the weight of any _ witness's testimony, that he's testifying
. 12 only on certain issues based on a review of only certain
13' information. But that's been true of Mr. Laney, true of

() 14' Mr. Hansel. It's been true -- I don't know that there were
.

'i5 any outside experts in this proceeding. We can't charge
+

i

i 16 outside experts who are coming in to offer the benefit of
i

| 17 their expertise on a particular issue with the breadth of
.

1

i is review that Mr. Lewis suggested.
:

Of course it goes to the weight that one can assign; 19

|
*

i 20 to any of these witnesses,
i

{- 2i MR.-LEWIS: I think, Your Honor, it goes tonore than
:

22 the weight in.this case. It might only go to the weight if this
3

j 23 were testimony that was filed in accordance with the schedul'e

| 24 ror identification of witnesses and filing of testimony. But

25 as you have pointed out, Your Honor, the considerations of a
ji
.

4

t

-a,,e
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~1 ate filed issue come into play. And I believe you have

2 also suggested that perhaps some of the tests for reopening
3 might also become applicable in the Board's consideration

d
whether or not this is literally a reopening type.of situation

~

5 or not.

6 But in the context of a late filed contention,

7 - the assistance that can lx3 lent to the record by a proposed
a witness's testimony becomes relevant in considering its
9 admission. So it-is not simply'a matter of admitting the

~

u) testimony and then giving it whatever weight you nay choose.
II ~

JUDGE CALLIHAN: Mr. Miller, refresh my

12 recollection please. 15 months ago, or thereabouts, there

13 was under discussion here -- and I have it on the shelf atb 3d(_,' home -- a document some four or four and a half inches
is thick which was or is a risk study, correct?

16 MR. MILLER: Yes, sir.

17 ' JUDGE CALLIHAN: Is that in the record officially?

18 MR. MILLER: Mo, sir. It was tendered on the
39 record to the Intervenors, through their counsel, acknowledged
20

receipt of it, and I believe put it aside and never dealt with

21 it again. We did not' introduce it.

22
; Mr. Gallo reminds me that it is Appendix G to

23 Mr. Hitchler's prepared testimony. He was one of the
24 Westinghouse witnesses who addressed the issue of steam
25 generator tube generation. I believe that's in the record --

i

i

. m .
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! ! 1 I'm.sorry, it was.just Appendix G to the risk study. . It was
-/

2 a part of.Mr. Hitchler's testimony. The balance of it was

'3 not introduced by any party.

4 JUDGE CALLIHAN: It is a document, however, related

5 to the subject here in discussion today?

6 MR. MILLER: The risk study is a Probabilistic

7 Risk Assessment which purports to identify the risk to public
a and to the plant from a variety of failure -- postulated

9 failures, which are analyzed on a fault tree basis, as was

10 suggested by Dr. Bleuel.
.

4

11 LIn addition, in the testimony on groundwater effects

12 decling with the dispersion of radioactive materials following
13 a postulated core molt, breach of containment, it1was

O Id classified as an environmental issue because it dealt with
is a calculation in the Final Environmental Statement.
16 Mr. Klopp testified, and part of the basis for

17 his testimony with respect to the correctness of his calculatio n

18 that was found in the FES and in the Applicant's testimony,
19 referred to the Byron risk study as indicating the extreme
20 low probability of there every being a failure of systems
21 which would lead to degradation of the core and melt through
22 the concrete base mantle.

.

23 But there was never -- the docunent itself was
24 never put into the record- as such.

25 JUDGE CALLIHAN: Thank you.

/OV

|'

).
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1(v) Mr. Cassel, with. apologies, but with knowledge of

,

2 your relative short tenure here, are you familiar with this

3 document, to which Mr. Miller was.just alluding?
4 MR. CASSEL: Only by general description of it,

5 Judge. And the point that I infer, fronthe general descriptior
6 -- I'd have to stand ready to be corrected if I am wrong --

is that it does not involve a physical reinspection of7

8 hardware that Probabilistic Risk Assessment was done on other
9 bases than a physical reinspection of the hardware whose

10 risks were being assessed, number one. And number two,

11 Dr. Bleuel's opinion that it is not necessary. It would

12 certainly be an option, but it is not necessary, particularly
;
'

13 if one is focusing only on Hunter, Hatfield, and PTL, to
( ,/- 14 resort to that document to do a Failure Todes and Effects

15 Analysis or to resort to any Probabilistic Risk Assessment,
16 but rather one could do it with the Teutken categories.

.

17 MR. MILLER: Excuse me, his testimony is just to
18 the opposite. He said they provide a starting point, but
19 only a starting point. And Dr. Bleuel's testimony is further
20 to the effect that there nust be a fault tree analysis and
21 that is nothing more or less than a Probabilistic Risk
22 Assessment.

23 MR. CASSEL: His testimony is that it's a useful

24 starting point. He adds a qualification that it is as not.
4

25 as complete as one might prefer. But for purposes of a

(
~/ .

t
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+ g- ) I( . proceeding, if the scope is going to be limited to Hatfield,

2 Hunter, and PTL, as it has been, and if were thought that

3 ' fault tree analysis and any larger form of analysis. were beyond.
d the scopelof these proceedings, one could squarely within

.5- the scope of the Reinspecton' Program of-Hatfield, Hunter,

6 'and PTL, comply with Dr. Bleuel's testimony by doing a'

J Failure Modes and Effects Analysis on the basis of the

s Teutken classification, which me attached as Appendix B

L9 -to. Dr. Bleuel's testimony.

10 And he's preparedjto so testify, if you permit him.

Il JUDGE CALLIHAN: Certainly. Granted.there is no

12 direct' parallel er direct' connection between,the hardware
13 problem'we're discussing today an'd.the document-to which I

Id referred that Mr. Miller has dated, but there's some
|

15 indication that the Applicant has done some risk analysis on
16 Byron, although perhaps specifically to your policy.
17 MR. CASSEL: But again, the risk analysis that it

18 has done, in my understanding -- and I am prepared to be
19 corrected if I'm wrong on this -- but in my understanding is
20 not based on specific reinspection of the hardware. And hence,

21 is of no value in any inference that one might draw from the
22 Reinspection Program.
23 JUDGE CALLIHAN: That was my disclaimer, so to speak.
24 But nonetheless, there has been widence of some capability,
25 within the utility, to do that sort of thing. The fact that

n

|- .

__
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)- Il 'it hasn't been done here is perhaps another matter.~

'

2 MR. CASSEL: And as far as any comments-that I or.

.
3 Dr. ' Bleuel might have, my' understanding. is -- at this point --

4 that really would be raising a'new-issue, which I don't think

[ 5 Dr. Bleuel's testimony does, since it focuses on the

6j. Reinspection Program and Hatfield,' Hunter,-and PTL.

7 And his testimony could be within those bounds.

8 But certainly, if we were to get into that' document, in my

9 understanding, that would be a new issue in this proceeding

. 10 and'all those standards'of lateness and~so forth would have to,

11 be met.
}

12 And Dr. Bleuel hasn't reviewed that document. I'm-

L 13 not, at this time, proposing to offer that whole issue as

14 a new matter in the case.

end15 15

]16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

.24

25
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l MR. MILLER: I'd just like to make one further
--

2 observation on this issue. The suggestion somehow has been

3 made that you apply stricter standards to the most safety-
" significant elements, and Mr. Cassel and I are just in

'
3 complete disagreement as to what the elements are.

6
I say they're inspection elements. He'. keeps

7 talking about safety significant systems, and the two just
8 never meet.

9
But even passing that point, again, there is just

to a question raised, as you pointed out, Judge Smith,

11 Dr. Bleuel doesn't tell us what's wrong with the inferences
12 that are drawn from the present Reinspection Program. He
13 just says, I have a better idea. Let's do a Failure Modesfw

(_,) l# and Effects Analysis, and then leaves it to the Applicant
15 to bear its burden of proof one way or the other with respect
16 to that issue.

17
Same thing with these standards. No suggestion --

18 and Dr. Bleuel clearly is not qualified to suggest anything --
19 as to what these standards might be. We heard some
20 statistical measures proposed by Mr. Cassel earlier in the
21 argument; then he kind of backed away from them and said
22

it's really not a statistical matter at all.

23 Well, who's going to develop these standards?
24 There's a qualitative standard that's in the statute that
25 we're all dealing with, and to suggest some hierarchy of

G
,

_
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73( ,) standards.that the various components of this ReinspectionI

2 program have-to meet, there is just nothing in Dr. Bleuel's

3- background that gives him any basis for suggesting that.
'4 Indeed, he gives us no guidance as to where we might go.to
~5 do that.

6 MR. CASSEL: And indeed, he doesn't because

7 he doesn't suggest that. When he. speaks of applying stricter

8 standards to the most safety-critical components, in that

9 sentence he's referring -- and the only example he gives is

10 higher standards of statistical reliability. Other standards

11 would include the inspection level, for example, and
12 Military Standard 105D, which he has used in his work.

13 He's not talking about creating a weld standard that's higherb
4s/ Id than ASME, because you happen to find a critical weld.

-

15 That's not what an output would be from a Failure Modes
16 and Effects Analysis, unless the NRC or some regulatory body
17 chose to make it a matter of regulatory law as opposed to
18 a finding in a particular case.

19 MR. LEWIS: I think Mr. Cassel missed Mr. Miller's
.

20 point. As I understand Mr. Miller's point it is that the

21 regulations make a distinction between safety-related and
22 non-safety related equipment. If'it's safety-related

23 equipment, it has to meet the_ requirements of the regulations
24 which reference certain codes. There isn't a categorization

25 of more or less.

O
V

.
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-f :- 1(/ So I, with all due respect to Dr. Bleuel, am not.

2

sure-how familiar he is with the manner in which the Nuclear
3

Regulatory Commission's regulations impose safety criteria
4 '

on safety-related structures and components. And they
5

don't do it, as Mr. Miller points out, in terms of an
6

ordering within the category of safety-related of different
7

levels of statistical reliability.
8

I'll just rest there.
9

JUDGE CALLIHAN: Mr. Cassel, one last matter, as
10

far as I'm concerned, and perhaps you can't answer this at
11

the moment, and perhaps you would prefer to defer it.
12

In the proposal or the suggestion that Dr..Bleuel
13

g-~ has put forth, do you believe one was to start an
C)/ "

14

inspection program all over, or does he believe that
15

thana's something salvageable from what has been done?
16

MR. CASSEL: I asked him that question this
17

morning, Judge. He said, all you have to do is re-orient the
18

data. You take the data that they already have,you re-orient
19

it in terms of Mr. Teutken's safety classifications for
20

inspection procedures -- and he's aware of that particular
21

nomenclature for attributes and elements -- and then you see
22

where your gaps are. Then that might require additional
23

reinspections where it turns out you have missed, you've done
24

no reinspections in a safety-significant area in a Category 1
25

or a Category 2. Or even a Category 3, if there are a lot
|

'

i
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1 of them. But at least that gives you a much better picture

2 of what the existing data tell you. It shows you where the

3 weaknesses in the Reinspection Program are, and then you

4 can shore up the program where those weaknesses are.

5 DR. CALLIHAN: Thank you.

6 MR. MILLER: Might I have just one second?

7 (Pause.)
8 MR. CASSEL: And I do want to add the general

9 qualification, I think it's obvious that I'm trying as best

10 I can to translate to you Dr. Bleuel's views. I may have,

11 in some way, misstated what he would say if he were here.

12 I try to do my best, though.

13 MR. MILLER: I would just like to observe thatp_

_/ 14 there are tables in Mr. Del George's testimony which indicate

15 by attribute the coverage of the Reinspection Program.
16 For example, for Hatfield for visu~al weld

17 inspections, there were 26,660 visual welds re-examined.

18 That was a Teutken Safety Category 1 inspection attribute.

19 What Dr. Bleuel is suggesting, then, if it's

20 limited to that, it's been done. And we can observe the

21 results from Mr. Del George's testimony.

22 I believe if we do so, we will find that on the

23 attributes that Mr. Teutken classified as most safety
24 significant there is extensive reinspection.

25 Mr. Gallo reminds me that the supplement to the

'
1

--
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- K )Y 1_ Reinspection Program Report _ indicates where there was

t
.

~

'2 inadequate-coverage further work was done.
'

3 MR. CASSEL: Yet we wind up with -- By .the way,

I'm.not sure that the particular data that Mr. Miller justJ4

5 cited'is affected by it, but I think Mr. Miller might agree~

-

6 during the break that we will be prepared to stipulate to
7 a set 7of data. But it's only within.the last week or two

O .a that.we finally have an accurate set of data.

But even now --'and I gave you a couple of:9
,

10 examples earlier -- there are categories where thousands,

of inspections were done originally, and according to the'11
!

12 ' latest data that we have, zero reinspections were done.
*

13 JUDGE SMITH: Anything further?

() 14 (No-response.)
+

We believe it's better to break this evening15

instead of going until 6:00 as we usually do, because the
i

16

17 arguments presented and the issue are going to require quite
18 a bit of our attention.- We won't take any witnesses. We

19 will begin tomorrow, then, at 9:00 a.m.,

20 MR. CASSEL: I wonder, Judge, if I could raise

21 just one scheduling point. I indicated to you --
|

22 JUDGE SMITH: If this is purely scheduling, can
23 we adjourn?

24 MR. CASSEL: Surely.
.,

25 JUDGE SMITH: We will adjourn for this evening

O
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I and resume tomorrow at 9:00 a.m.-

.% /-
'2-- (Whereupon, at 5:15 p.m. the hearing.in the-above-
. 3 entitled matter was recessed, to reconvene at 9:00 a.m. the

d following day,. Tuesday, August'21, 1984.) !i
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